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Úvodní slovo 

Žijeme v globálním světě, jehož charakter zásadním způsobem ovlivňují tzv. globální města. Tato sídla 
mají nejen ekonomický a politický vliv přesahující hranice států, ale také často vliv kulturní. Místní 
urbanistické a architektonické realizace se díky informačním technologiím stávají téměř okamžitě 
celosvětovou inspirací. Zatímco ekonomický a politický vliv mohou mít především metropole a lidnatá 
města, globálním městem ve smyslu jeho kulturního významu se může stát v podstatě jakékoliv sídlo, 
jehož věhlas překročí hranice státu.  V oblasti architektury a urbanismu to platí zcela samozřejmě.  

O nové zajímavé architektuře či urbanistickém zásahu ve světě se odborná i laická veřejnost dozvídá 
zejména z médií či odborných časopisů. V případě mnoha evropských vysokých škol ale mohou být 
zprostředkovateli a odbornými interprety takových událostí i budoucí odborníci v oblasti urbanismu a 
architektury ze zahraničí, tedy studenti, kteří přijíždějí na výměnné pobyty v rámci programu Erasmus. 
A bylo by promarněnou příležitostí nevyužít znalostí a poznatků mladých lidí, kteří se zájmem sledují 
profesní dění ve své vlasti.  

Znalostí a informací zahraničních studentů přijíždějících na Fakultu architektury VUT v Brně využívá 
předmět Development of the city and region.  Předmět je určen právě studentům přijíždějícím v rámci 
programu Erasmus. Studenti zapsaní v předmětu v rámci své seminární práce prezentují pozoruhodné 
aktuální či nedávné příklady realizací staveb a souborů z jejich domovského města či vlasti. Vyslovují 
svůj názor na úspěšnost, neúspěšnost, dopady a budoucnost prezentovaného díla. Jedná se přitom 
mnohdy o inspirativní a poučná díla, která by nám učitelům na fakultě jinak zůstala neznámá. Fakulta 
architektury VUT v Brně se tak stává platformou pro výměnu globálních odborných informací a město 
Brno žijící bohatým studentským životem se současně stává globálním studentským městem.  

Následující katalog prezentuje práce zpracované studenty v rámci předmětu Development of the city 
and region v letním semestru 2016/2017, zimním semestru 2017/18 a letním semestru 2017/2018. 
 

Jednotlivé příspěvky nebyly editovány. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 

 

 

1. Name of the student 

Miloš Dubljević 

2. School year / Semester 

4th year, summer semester 2016/17 

3. Chosen area / City 

Luštica Bay, Herceg Novi, Montenegro 

4. Location / Maps / Area specification 

I want to present project in Herceg Novi, in village Luštica, in the seaside of Montenegro. When 
we look at the map, we can see that Luštica is near Tivat and Herceg Novi. This is good position 
because of sea connection to other cities. 
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5. Historical development 

Luštica Development AD was founded in 2008 as a joint venture between Orascom Development 
Ltd. (90%) and the Government of Montenegro (10%). As a subsidiary of Swiss Orascom 
Development, Luštica Development AD is the national project company responsible for 
developing, building and operating Luštica Bay and will remain a local partner for generations. Its 
guiding principle is to create a vibrant and prosperous Montenegro through intelligent 
development of the land using environmentally sound methods.  

The project site is an inspiring, wonderfully secluded area along the Luštica peninsula, where 
rolling hills cascade down to an idyllic coastline. Its 690-hectares will be sensitively developed 
into a fully-integrated, new town in Montenegro with a state-of-the-art infrastructure. It will mark 
the biggest investment in Montenegro yet (1.1 billion Euros) and after completion will host a few 
thousand residents, more than 1000 apartments, more than 500 villas and townhouses, seven 
hotels, two marinas, a signature 18-hole golf course and a range of public facilities including a 
school and medical facility.  

This is no ordinary large scale development. Luštica Development AD has an outstanding 
reputation for its dedication to preserving the nature, culture and architectural integrity of 
Montenegro. Development will work sensitively and sustainably with the land, protecting its 
natural richness, embodying the style and spirit of the local people and leaving a lasting social and 
economic impact on the area.
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6. Contemporary situation 

 

Like we can see on the map, until now part Marina Town is done. In this area there marina, 
residential part, part of marina hotels and marina downtown. Works in some parts of this area are 
still under construction, but almost all residental part is alredy sold. 

The Chedi Luštica Bay will be the largest 5-star hotel in the Boka Bay, offering 110 rooms, two 
restaurants, a bar, conference and business centre, an outdoor pool, spa and fitness centre featuring 
indoor heated pool and gymnasium and ancillary facilities.The Chedi, which initially established 
its name in Asia and the Far East continues its push into Europe with the Luštica Bay project. After 
GHM established cooperation with Orascom in Andermatt, Switzerland, where ODH is 
constructing a luxury year round village, the Luštica Bay project represents The Chedi’s second 
European hotel.The investment in construction of the hotel will bring a prime hotel offering to the 
Montenegrin coast, perfect for those looking to pursue the many water based activities available, 
such as kayaking, sailing, or relaxing on the beach. 

The Chedi Luštica Bay is planned to open in 2018. 
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7. Futur                                                                                     

Luštica Bay 

 

More than 1,000 apartments; Over 500 villas 
and townhomes; 7 hotels; Condominium hotel 
rooms; 1 wellness and spa centre; 2 marinas 
with mooring and docking support facilities; 
championship 18-hole golf course;                                               
4.9 km long boardwalk; Conference Centr; 
Sport Courts; Restaurants & Shops; School; 
Medical facilities; Police & Fire department 
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Centrale 

                                                                                                                                                                                      
Centrale is set to become Luštica Bay’s town centre and a flourishing residential neighbourhood. 
A new focal point for the resort, combining a tranquil retreat with all the perks of cosmopolitan 
life. Thanks to its strategic ‘gateway’ position at the entrance to the site and at the junction of the 
site’s main roads, Centrale will be an essential connector between the new residential areas of the 
development, such as the Marina Village, Golf Community and Horizon Residences, and existing 
towns in the region. Only 10 minutes by car from Tivat International Airport, Centrale is quickly 
accessible from destinations across Europe. The community’s success will also depend on the 
introduction of commercial facilities and public amenities. This zone will have more than 20,000 
square metres of public spaces and leisure zones for about 95,000 square metres of residential 
space. Set to offer the highest concentration of commercial, cultural and communal facilities in 
Luštica Bay, Centrale will become Luštica’s metropolitan core and a hub for the wider area, 
benefitting tourism across the whole Tivat region. 
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Golf course 

Construction of the golf course is set to begin in 2017, with a soft opening of the part of the golf 
course planned for the 2018 season. The surrounding hillside golf village is on the doorstep of all 
Luštica Bay residents, offering entertainment for golfers and non-golfers alike. The community 
wide golf clubhouse hosts all the latest golfing facilities, as well as dining and retail space, a pool, 
tennis areas and an activity lawn. The village also features prime-spot, glamorous residential villas 
and a 300 room golf hotel and spa. 
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8. Conclusion 

The main objectiv of project Luštica Bay is to develop a new city with a lot of activites, facilites 
and well-being.  

Project will create a vibrant, inclusive and sustainable year-round resort town, attracting regional 
and international renown for its value proposition, high quality natural and built environments, 
diverse offerings and experiences, relaxed lifestyle and strong sense of community. 

 

9. List of sources 

http://www.lusticabay.com/home 

https://www.youtube.com/user/LusticaBay 

http://jasninaputovanja.me/2016/03/12/poluostrvo-lustica-iznenaduje-na-svakom-koraku/ 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 

1. Name of the student 

Belén Rabadán Garrido 

2. School year / Semester 

2016-2017 / Summer semester 

3. Chosen area / City 
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The city of Bilbao is located in the northern part of Spain, in the Autonomous Community of 
Basque Country. Traditionally it has been characterized for being a mining and heavy industry 
place. It is the largest urban area in the region and currently has a population of 350,000 people, 
although at the time of greatest industrial development in the 1980s it reached 433,000 people. 

It has the demographic characteristics of a developed city, with a low birth rate and a high life 
quality. Nowadays it has an unemployment rate of 12%, lower than the national average, which is 
around 26%, this is an important point because when this project started with the closure of the 
Euskalduna shipyards, the city's unemployment rate exceeded 30%. 

1 source : 

http://bilbao.net/cs/Satellite?cid=3000005415&language=es&pagename=Bilbaonet%2FPage%2FBIO_home 
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4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
 

The area known as Abandoibarra is a large extension of land of 350 hectares in the center of Bilbao, 
next to the estuary of Nervión, where the shipyards of Euskalduna and the commercial port of 
Bilbao have historically been located, considering that the estuary flows into the Cantabrian Sea a 
few kilometers far away. 

The project of reform and revitalization of Abandoibarra, the area of the neighborhood of Abando 
in the city of Bilbao was a proposal carried out by the agency RIA 2000, a non-profit organisation 
created by the Basque Government and the Bilbao city council, to transform this degraded area, 
that was left lack of use in the 1980s, in the new vital center of the city of Bilbao and its most 
representative image from the outside. 

         1 source : http://www.odyssey2016.org/?p=Bilbao 
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5. Historical development 
 

The greatest social controversy that happened in this area was the closure of the Euskalduna 
shipyards. This closure occurred in the late 1980s, around 1988 and 1990. It must be pointed out 
that Spain was immersed in a great economic crisis which was aggravated by the recent 
establishment of democracy in the country and its incorporation into the common market of the 
European Union, this caused a situation of lack of protection for the industries of shipyards and 
blast furnaces that, for decades, gave thousands of jobs in this industrial sector. 

 

Faced with this loss of competitiveness, the shipyards were forced to close, resulting in very 
serious union protests by workers. In order to guarantee the viability of this project, the government 
had to promise the relocation of the majority of workers in this industry. The intention was to 
liberate this land for a new urban development, but what was really wanted was a change of the 
productive model. 

Another controversy that occurred with the project was related to the perception of the 
administrations, that saw in this project a way to carry out a great urban operation, acquiring a lot 
of land for housing, while the citizens and the associations claimed that this place should be 
returned to the city and became a great place for meetings and social activities, in a park with 
cultural activities such as libraries and media libraries. 

3 source : http://www.taringa.net/posts/imagenes/12628408/Bilbao-antes-y-despues.html 

4 source : http://www.elcorreo.com/fotos/bizkaia/201612/12/puente-deusto-cumple-anos-21624202433-

mm.html 
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The main objective of the administrations in this process was to change the image of the city, but 
above all to reverse the trend of the economic situation, in addition to seeing the urban economic 
potential that the area had. 

But it has to be recognised that the administrations were under great pressure because of the high 
unemployment rate and the fear that the loss of their job caused in many people. In spite of 
everything, in this area not all became a residential development, but became an area of social use 
and recreation as well as a place with equipment and services. 

Contemporary situation 

Now a major cultural center best known for the Guggenheim Museum, Abandoibarra is the former 
industrial center of Bilbao. This master plan - a collaboration between Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects, 
Aguinaga y Asociados and Balmori Associates - provides a framework for the district’s 
reinvention as a cultural center and tourist  

5 source : https://wearethecityheroes.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/19225-b.jpg 

The riots and strikes during the economic crisis period                        Percentage of the metal industry. 
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destination. The plan weaves the new development into the old city, while increasing the overall 
amount of green open space. Two thirds of the master plan area is dedicated to parks and open 
spaces, making Abandoibarra the most pedestrian-friendly and green area of Bilbao. 

 

Objectives for the plan included resolving the 6 meter (20 foot) drop separating the street from the 
river and enabling a smooth flow of vehicular traffic while encouraging walking and public 
transportation. To slow down vehicles, a main high-speed roadway became a boulevard with ample 
pedestrian crossings. A new light rail connects the Guggenheim Museum and the Euskalduna 
Conference Centre and Concert Hall with the rest of the city. The rail line runs on a width of green 
lawn to give continuity to the greenspace. 

 The plan makes Abandoibarra an integral part of the city by extending the city grid to the area and 
by adding new green spaces that link to existing ones. A linear park links the 19th century Doña 
Casilda Park with the river’s edge. The plan creates a long promenade beginning at the old park, 
passing the museum and concert hall, Abandoibarra’s two cultural focal points.  

 The large drop from the street to the river was 
corrected by creating a smooth sloping street 
that comfortably accommodates pedestrians. 
The pedestrian edge of the river has two 
levels: The lower level allows pedestrians to 
walk near the water. A parallel walkway on 
the second tier is a more formal promenade. 
Large streetlights along the walkway recall 
the scale of the cranes found in the old port.  

 

The plan includes buildings with a variety of 
functions. New buildings are required to 
match the height of the buildings on the 

 

6 source : http://www.bilbaoria2000.org/ria2000/cas/zonas/zonas.aspx?primeraVez=0 
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Ensanche, the major thoroughfare. While new structures must be in harmony with the city, their 
design is expected to reflect their own time, not to mimic existing buildings. 

 Euskalduna Conference Centre and Concert Hall 

Opening in 1999, the Euskalduna Conference Centre was erected on the same spot as the shipyard, 
Astilleros Euskalduna, built ships for close to a century. Despite being located rather close to the 
Guggenheim Museum, the Conference Centre is an emblematic building in Bilbao in its own right, 
with its own distinct identity. 

The architecture of the Euskalduna Conference Centre is a reminder of the industrial dynamism of 
a not so distant past. Thus, architects Federico Soriano and Dolores Palacios were inspired to 
conceive the project as a two sided ship, reminiscent of a ship’s hull: one side seems to lean out 
toward the River imitates a ship built of corten iron, allowing a thin layer of rust to form; on the 
side facing the city, glass, aluminium and stone offer a less aggressive appearance. 

Deusto Library 

The University of Deusto had been 
deliberating the idea of building a new 
library for years, but had never taken the 
plunge until the opportunity of crossing 
the Ibaizabal-Nervion River arose. 

Completed in 2010, the renowned 
architect, Rafael Moneo, designed the 
building as a monolithic mass, with 
rounded corners, functional and full of 
light, a place for students and 
researchers to work with the maximum 
of comfort. Indeed, a notable 
characteristic of the new building in 
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Abandoibarra is the translucent glass blocks which augment the skylight effect and providing 
sound and heat insulation. For example, the coffee shop has abundant natural light despite its street 
level location. 

Basque Public University Auditorium 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Known for his eagerness to respect surroundings and seek the utility of all his projects, architect, 
Alvaro Siza’s design of the new auditorium successfully resolved the initial matter of erecting this 
building under the pressure of having the Guggenheim Museum as a neighbour. However, this was 
before he realized that the new Iberdrola Tower would stand just a few metres away from his 
project. 
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Iberdrola Tower and Adjacent Housing 

“Simple, elegant, ecological and sustainable” is how Argentine architect Cesar Pelli defines his 
latest project, “The Tower”, deemed to be a new architectural icon in Bilbao. The imposing 
skyscraper is now the headquarters of the Iberdorla electric company of Basque origin. Making 
his fame in other high altitude construction feats such as the Petronas Twin Towers in Malaysia, 
Mr. Pelli now brings his expertise to Bilbao. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guggenheim Museum Bilbao Designed by American architect Frank Gehry, the Guggenheim 
Museum Bilbao building represents a magnificent example of the most groundbreaking 20th-
century architecture. With 24,000 m2, of which 11,000 are dedicated to exhibition space, the 
Museum represents an architectural landmark of audacious configuration and innovating design, 
providing a seductive backdrop for the art exhibited in it. 
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6. Future 

 

As it is perfectly seem, this project has improved the future of the city radically in several ways: 

Enviromental profits 

This profit is more than evident because a very huge and polluting industries as the shipyards and 
the blast furnaces has disappeared, being sustituted by new buildings and green areas. This fact is 
reflected in the quantity of contaminants of the Nervion estuary, where it has been achieved the 
oxygenation rate of around 60%. 

Economic profits 

In spite of the great payment that firstly had to be assumed by the administration when the 
equipments and the urban development were being constructed, by means of the agreements signed 
with the companies these land was donated. The profits that it has brought afterwards are so 
numerous as the reduction of the unemployment rate and the huge number of tourists that visit the 
city, underlining that, only the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao receive more than one million of 
tourist per year. 

Social profits 

The main social profits are focused in two principal points, in one hand, the improvement of the 
life quality, with one of the lowest unemployment rates in Spain, but also with the introduction of 
places for the enjoyment of the citizens inside Bilbao 
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7. Conclusion 
 

One of the main characteristics to be pointed out of this intervention is that the organizations could 
take advantage of the circumstances that they had to make a radical change and was able to enhance 
the image of the city. Then these organizations  positioned in the right way to achieve a new 
identity in relation to the exterior. 

The most important change for the people from Bilbao was the one of the productive model as it 
transformed from the industry to a more business model. But the change that was clearly perceived 
from the outside was from seeing a dirty Nervion estuary, which had large quantities of pollutants 
from the industry, to see the Guggenheim Museum reflection in the waters of that same estuary 
that now is no longer gray. 

 

8. List of sources 
 

–    https://sites.google.com/site/bilbaometropoli/ 

–    http://www.arqueologiaypatrimonioindustrial.com 

–    http://www.bilbaoria2000.org 

–    http://www.bm30.es 

–    http://www.bilbao.net/cs/Satellite/agenda21 

–    http://www.ub.edu/geocrit/sn/sn-414.htm 

–    http://oco-urbancomplex.com 
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Santa Fe: The Black and White of an Urban Development 

Development Planning of the City and Region 

Carlos E. Cepeda 

 

Description. 

Santa Fe is a commercial and residential district located in the west of Mexico City, within 
the Cuajimalpa and Álvaro Obregón branches, one of the centers of greater economic 
activity within the Mexican capital. 
It is located next to the Federal Highway No. 15D Mexico - Toluca and the Mexico - Toluca 
134D Highway that connects Toluca. Located in an area formerly occupied by sand mines 
and sanitary landfills, it is home to universities, private schools, as well as national or 
regional headquarters of various national and foreign companies and newly established 
housing estates mainly inhabited by families of medium and high socioeconomic status. 
 

Brief History 

30’s - 50’s 

In the 1930s, the presence of sand mines in the area motivated the increase in the 
exploitation of these to supply the growing construction industry in Mexico City, from this 
exploitation occurred several interesting facts for its current use: 

-The largest was that the sand extraction created a hollow of almost 4 km long by 2 km 
wide and in some places up to 100 m deep. 

-Another was the diversion of the Tacubaya riverbed and the Santa Fe Aqueduct through 
tubes by the current line of Federal Highway No. 15D Mexico-Toluca, which left the area 
with no natural or nearby water sources that could be used to supply water to the 
demarcation. As well as natural flows to remove drainage from the area by gravity. 

-Another point was that because of sudden changes in level, this area was very limited in 
natural areas for road building, since in all directions has the obstacle of canyons. 
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Previous waste dumps. 

http://www.taringa.net/posts/info/18018071/Mas-datos-curiosos-sobre-Mexico-IMPRESIONANTES.html 

60’s 

In the 1960s sand deposits became difficult to exploit as wall reinforcements were 
becoming larger and more expensive, and mine owners began selling the mines to the 
Federal District Department. Used as a landfill. More than a landfill, this place was for 
decades one of the city's largest rubbish dumps, so the area was known as the "dumps 
of Santa Fe". 

70’s 

At the beginning of the 1970s, the first urban development plan was created for the area, 
in which an industrial zone was initially to be built in order to provide employment for the 
inhabitants of the area and in accordance with national plans Contribute to the so-called 
import substitution. 
In that original plan, the construction of housing areas was not considered, since there 
was little capacity to carry water or draw drainage from the area. This even had to be 
ratified by the neighborhood councils of the nearby towns who mostly had properties in 
the area. 
 

80’s 

In 1987, most of the garbage dumps that existed in Santa Fe had already been closed 
and the construction of real estate had begun. For this purpose, the so-called lost city "La 
Viñita" was evicted. Was the seat of the pepenadores of the zone, this zone was 
considered the cleanest zone of the garbage dumps. 
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In 1982 the Universidad Iberoamericana began construction of its new Mexico City unit 
on land donated by the federal government in Santa Fe, due to the fact that in 1979 an 
original earthquake in Coyoacán was severely affected. This marks the definitive change 
from industrial zone to residential area of great economic level, and also the entrance of 
the first private educational institution to the area. 

 

90’s 

It was devised a project for Santa Fe that in theory was similar to the ultramodern area of 
La Défense in Paris, which would be located on existing garbage dumps, and therefore 
pressured by several of the initial investors had to support environmental cleanup plans 
and The creation of the landfill Prados de la Montaña with the most modern techniques 
that existed at the time. 

In 1993 began the construction boom, first with the arrival of the Santa Fe Shopping 
Center (today Santa Fe Center) in the area of the Cruz Manca Colony, by these dates 
and under the regency of Manuel Camacho Solís is given the eviction of The inhabitants 
of the colonies La Rosita, Cruz Manca, Cruz de Palo and other popular areas and lost 
cities of the zone. 

As a consequence of the economic crisis of 1994 the master program was suspended, 
although the construction activity did not stop, it was until 2000 when the first phase of 
Ciudad Santa Fe was completed. 

 

2000’s 

The inadequate road infrastructure, energy and hydraulics, which had originally been 
planned for a non-residential area, generates in the residents many annoyances, such as 
buying potable water or having to pay to empty the septic tanks of the buildings and 
Residential areas, in addition to living with odors from landfills, that is why the active 
participation of neighbors, so they propose and get a new organization where they create 
a kind of internal government in which they administer a special item of the GDF Without 
giving account to the delegational governments. 

Other works on the contrary have had a good end, such as the construction of the Bridge 
of the Poets part of the Supervía Poniente that gives south of the Federal District to the 
cars that arrive or leave Santa Fe 

Since 2009 the possibility of creating a new political delegation in the area was 
considered. This new delegation has been seen more as a way of validating the almost 
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self-government of the area by the trust that administers it, since the proposal only covers 
the residential and commercial areas of great economic level, excluding the low-level 
ones found In their periphery, which are part of the problem, since it is through them that 
the roads and nets that feed the area run, so it has been proposed to disappear the private 
trust and make it public, managed from the delegational governments. 

Under the government of Miguel Angel Mancera as Head of Government of the Federal 
District, several works have been carried out such as the increase of public lighting, the 
entrance of the Nochebús service of the Passenger Transport Network and in 2017 the 
arrival of a Complementary Service from Line 7 of the Metrobus (Indios Verdes-Periferico) 
to Santa Fe, through Prolongación Paseo de la Reforma and Vasco de Quiroga. In 
February 2014, the Secretary of Communications and Transportation announced the 
construction of the Toluca-Valle de México Interurban Passenger Train which is expected 
to have a station in the Santa Fe area. 

 

 

Universidad Iberoamericana. (university) 

http://www.panoramio.com/photo/20281246 
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Urban development. 

Urban development is divided into 10 colonies: Cruz Manca, La Fe, La Loma, La 
Mexicana, Totolapa, Paseo de las Lomas, Peña Blanca, Bosques de Santa Fe and the 
schools area, corresponding to 13.80% of the total area of City offices 

In the area of Santa Fe there are: 

70,000 employees. 

4,311 family residences. 

8 million visitors per year. 

4 universities. 

13,500 students. 

Santa Fe is the most important corporate area of the Federal District, where important 
international companies have their local or regional offices, among them Grupo 
Financiero Banorte, Banca Santander and Grupo Financiero Banamex, in the stock 
market, automotive distributor such as Harley Davidson or Ford Motor Company, in 
parcels Deutsche Post DHL, in foods Coca Cola - FEMSA, and many more. 

The area also has a lot of commercial activity, which initially revolved around the shopping 
center Centro Santa Fe, which because of its size has become a tourist attraction in the 
area, after it was built other shopping malls such as Zentrika, Samara and Garden Santa 
Fe, which is the first sustainable shopping center in the area. 

Santa Fe has a large, exclusive and very new hotel infrastructure, hotels like JW Mariott, 
Hilton, The Westin and others make Santa Fe one of the most attractive areas of the city 
for long stays, as well as documentation centers Several aviation companies. 
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Santa Fe’s quickly development. 

https://www.dondeir.com/images/ 

 

Main problems. 

The great buildings of Santa Fe place it’s a pole of metropolitan attraction with great 
financial activity. However, it presents a complicated road structure, uneven morphology 
and differences economic and social conditions. 

Javier Alvarado, an important urban specialist, highlighted the lack of security measures 
and civil protection in an emergency. 

"The way in which Santa Fe is built, with very tall buildings is dangerous, because before 
some kind of emergency would be very difficult to contain the people, attend with 
emergency services, evacuation of buildings, among others would be very complicated, 
even if the buildings comply with certain civil protection measures, there is no a socio-
organizational plan of the area, routes of evacuation or arrival of emergency services.” 

The main problematic factors for Santa Fe are, among others, are the insufficient roads 
infrastructure, socioeconomic inequality, environmental segregation, pollution of ravages 
and the lack of environmental capacities in the area. 

Regarding the road problem, the Partial Urban Development Program (PPDU) 
emphasizes that infrastructure is insufficient and saturated, with conflicting cruises, 
inefficient public transport with unsatisfied demand in critical schedules, informal stops 
and there is at present an effective connection between Santa Fe and the rest of the city, 
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coupled with the lack of alternative non-motorized urban mobility within the area, between 
others. 

No pedestrian life, no options for limited pockets, no roads worthy for the number of 
people arriving every day and without the necessary public transportation, Santa Fe every 
day welcomes more people to move to these homes despite all its drawbacks . 

Public transport. 

Compared to other major financial centers and similar businesses in the world, Santa Fe 
can’t be reached in transports like train, metro, or tram. 

The public transport to reach this point is bad, slow, insufficient and even dangerous; A 
bus takes about two hours drive from Insurgentes, it will be slow, it will stop to climb up 
the passage at each corner, you will have the music at full volume and it will give the 
worst moment to the one who commits the daring to cross in his Way while you travel in 
the most uncomfortable way possible. 

Access roads. 

Technically, there are only three major accesses to Santa Fe. 

One is the Mexico-Toluca highway, in which several avenues converge, such as Palmas, 
Reforma and the frightful Constituyentes; although bridges and other roads have been 
built, that point is still a real funnel and requires a lot of skill and courage to get up or get 
to the lane that corresponds to you. 

 

 

Heavy traffic jams all days.  

https://lopezdoriga.com/nacional/trabajadores-de-santa-fe-pasan-hasta-26-dias-al-ano-en-trafico/ 
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Rain. 

In general, the whole city collapses when it rains very hard, but in Santa Fe the effect 
usually multiplies. 
Here, floods are jumbo size, and have always been located in the same places; so the 
authorities no longer have to fix it because the motorists already know how to get around 
them. 
 

 
Flood problems in the area. 

http://www.milenio.com/df/lluvia_y_chubascos_CdMx-chubascos_Cuajimalpa_y_Alvaro_Obregon-
inundacion_0_776322686.html 

 
Buildings. 
In its origins, the present area of Santa Fe was conceived as a kind of "city of technology 
and knowledge", where practically the future of the world would develop, that is why 
institutions such as IBM or the Ibero-American University first arrived; however, over time 
that concept was lost. More and more companies are installing their corporations here 
and not seen for when that trend stops; however, there have been some very few cases 
where the opposite happens and prefer to return to some point better communicated in 
the DF. 

Shopping Malls. 

Years ago, it was thought that in Santa Fe there would be a commercial center to serve 
all corporate and neighbors; However, a couple of years ago, it began to be small for the 
area and new ones were built. 
Thus, there are currently several shopping centers with new restaurants, the same cafes, 
more cinemas and exclusive shops for those who want to spend the fortnight in a little 
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place. Most major stores are full and there are so many that, in many cases, the concept 
of "exclusivity" is lost, but that does not seem to matter to many of its customers. 
 
 
Conclusions. 

 
The chilangos (mexico city’s inhabitants) are already used to any calamity, believing that 
it is something normal in life, such as eartquakes, traffic jams, riots, terrible public 
transport, noise, volcanic eruptions ... and travel daily to Santa Fe. 
 
There is a common place that many inhabitants of Mexico City use to name a site very 
distant and difficult to access: Mordor, the mythical and dark black country that J.R.R. 
Tolkien created in its work the lord of the rings. Almost always refer to the zone of Santa 
Fe, a place which thousands of people have to travel every day; but they also call any 
municipality or delegation whose entry makes them feel in Middle-earth, like Indiana 
Jones in a crusade, like Odysseus and his eternal longing for Ithaca. 
 
Pain is the new parameter of measurement of the traffic in the big metropolis. It hurts the 
investment of time, gasoline or passages, and the emotional wear and tear to move within 
a city. Thus anyone who have experienced going to Santa Fe during a regular week have 
feel the real pain. 
 
Nobody doubts about the importance of Santa Fe when we talk about business, 
commerce and education, it also has interesting architectural works as well as public 
spaces. But just thinking about going there can gives us headaches.  
 
The population around the area it’s still growing so, it depends on the urban developers 
to create the correct ways to transform the district to maximize it in all possible levels. 
Creating different bridges between the popular and the “rich” zone so there’s no any social 
segregation anymore and to prevent future developments. 
 
Sources.  
 
http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/2015/05/14/the-contemporary-city-at-its-limits-
santa-fe-mexico-city/ 
 
http://www.milenio.com/df/lluvia_y_chubascos_CdMx-
chubascos_Cuajimalpa_y_Alvaro_Obregon-inundacion_0_776322686.html 
 
http://www.excelsior.com.mx/comunidad/2013/05/05/897506 
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DEVELOPMENT PLANNING OF THE CITY AND REGION 

Paula Martínez Rodríguez, Faculty of Architecture BUT 

02.05.2017 

 

• LOCATION: 

Barcelona is located in Spain, on the northeast coast of the Iberian Peninsula, facing the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

 

 

• HISTORY OF THE CITY; Barcelona before the extensión. 

 

At the beginning of the 19th century, Barcelona was a walled, highly densifield, 

handicapped city with por sanitary conditions, a large population in extreme poverty, 

frequent social and political conflicts. 

 

The city was constrained within a Wall built centuries ago and congested with an 

extraordinary density, with health problems and with few options for the future. 

AAlthough there were internal reforms that tried to alleviate the situation, finally 

there was no other option tan to propose the demolition of the Wall and to extend the 

city in a considerable way. 
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The one in charge to carry out it finally was the engineer Idelfonso Cerdá, with its 

Eixampe. (Extension of the city). He was a carácter of great relevance for the 

international history of urbanism. 

 

In 1855, Idelfonso Cerdá, started the studies for the elaboration of the plan for the 

widening of the city, located in a flat land between the coast the mountain chain, the 

two rivers, the walled city, the neighborhood of fishermen of ‘the Barceloneta’ and the 

villages: Sants, Gracia, Sant Andreu, Camp de l’Arpa, Poble Nou, located in the área 

of influence of Barcelona. 

 

Cerdá adopts a scientific process for the exhaustive knowledge of the urban reaality, 

relying on disciplines such as history, sociology, statistics, topography economics, etc. 

He applies a theoretical model guided by the principles of equite, rationality and 

flexibility, starting from a geometric structure open to future growth and 

modifications, without the need to alter the general idea proposed.  

 

 
Barcelona in Roman times 

 

 
Barcelona at the end of the middle ages 
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Walls of Barcelona 

 

 

 

• HOW THE CITY RECEIVES THE EXTENSION: 

An expansión in the nineteenth century was a radical transformation of the city, leaving 

behind many centuries of evolution within quite similar social schemes, the expansión would 

be the scene of a new society arising from a series of social and economic revolutions. 

Beginning with the overriding need for growth, due to the large population increase, the 

expansión should respond to a new space requirements, (especially dimensional ones derived 

from the scale of the transport and the communications); to a new building programs 

(especially from the residential point of view and some new equipment for the city); to a new 

presence of urban infrastructures (from services facilities such as wáter, lighting or 

sanitation, to new transport proposals such as trams or railways); To the search of a new 

identificaion with the space (monuments or representative public spaces). And even, and not 

least, to a new conception of the city as a commodity that would become something susceptible 

to business in itself (consolidating a thriving real estate market). 

The new extensión, so different from the old city, forms a new and unified city that juxtaposes 

itself to the old and heterogeneous one. Its formalization marks a revolution in the way of 

posing the cities: Its wide ways that facilitated the circulation, the proper connection and 

hierarehy between them, product of previous studies; Their hygienic conditions; Its scale and 

monumentality; Its new legal (and economic) regulation are radically opposed to the inherited 

city. 

In general, the new enlargements of the nineteenth century be ton the reticular network, 

connecting with a long planning tradition, which in its apparent homogeneity hides a deep 

social segregation in its different zones.  
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• DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXTENSION. 

-BASIC CONCEPTS: 

-ABOUT THE TERRITORY-PHYSICAL SUPPORT: 

Barcelona was with almost perfect territory to spread. To its tropographic facility, a plain 

sloping slightly towards the sea, was added the fact of being practically empty due to the 

reserve demanded by the military. 

-ABOUT THE CONCEPTUAL INTENTION: 

Cerdá didn’t intend to expand the city, but to créate an ideal city that would gather the 

modern emerging industrial society. He fiexed paths and dimensions with a large symbolig 

component to express his intentions. Distributed uses and connections base don a program 

that departed much from the initial requirements. In short, Cerdá wanted to créate a perfect 

community by forgetting the requirements of the previous city. 

-ABOUT THE GENERAL LAYOUT: 

The layout of Barcelona is a reticular mesh (ortogonal) of great purity and conceptual rigidity. 

The main mesh is formed by squares of 133 meters of side that run by the axes of the streets.  
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-ABOUT THE DISTRESSES OF THE MESH: 

Checkerboard patterns often include tracks that move away from the grid to provide 

connections and provide certain irregularities that enrich the urban scene. In the case of 

Cerdá, these distortions were, at leas on paper, of a internal carácter, designed by the autor, 

such as Diagonal Street or Meridiano Street. 
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Old plans of the Extension Plan, where you can see the old city and the new one with the 

Extension. 

 

-ABOUT THE EXTENSION OF THE PLAN: 

The extensión is apparently a mesh of unlimited extension, which could develop to infinity. 

But it was not, at least conceptually, because Cerdá fixed a very specific proportion for his 

Ideal City. 

The city had to have a very precise (theoretical) extension of 60x20 blocks (although Cerdá 

himself didn’t even draw it because of the impossibility that the Monjuic posed to him. In 

practice, the Extension extended as far as it could well by physical limits (mountains, 

villages…) or economi (arcas that did not develop as planned). 

-ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PRE-EXISTING CITY: 

The Plan Cerdá denied the center in its own conception for that reason the existence of the 

historical helmet was an ‘accident’ that would integrate as much as possible within the great 

plot. In fact, the proposal presents three great avenues that ‘touch’ the historical center to 

connect the áreas of the Ensanche that surround it.   

-ABOUT THE INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION OF USES: 

The program of uses distributed by Cerdá starts from the structuring in districts of its Plan. 

Each of them had enough equipment with a balanced distribution so that the different 

districts had a very decentralized operation. There were no proposals for social segregation 
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from the outset, although the reality would be responsable for differentiating noble and 

working reas, for example, through location and architecture.  

-ABOUT THE BLOCKS TRACING AND BUILDING: 

It is base don a regular and rigid approach (a square with chamfered corners constructed 

geometrically). The sides of the square are 113 meters and the streets 20m. The exceptions 

occurred in the limit situations (either with the Diagonal or with the contiguous 

municipalities).  The interior building was planned in general with two parallel blocks and 

an open central garden. The speculative reality ended with that idea, increasing heights and 

closing the four sides of the block and building in many block interiors.  
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-ABOUT THE FINAL RESULT: 

The plan Cerdá had modifications, but the tracing, in the fundamental, was respected. The 

main changes affected the building of the block (which ended much more dense tan initially 

expected by the high speculative pressure). He also encountered some dimensional 

adjustment caused by some preexistence that had to be absorbed or by meetings with 

contiguous villages and suburbs. 

 

• THE TRUE REALITATION OF THE EXTENSION. 

The ideal city of Cerdá was carried out but only as far as its structure is concerned. The 

economic interests of the owners modifield the original project. The building volumen 

increased when the four sides of the block were occupied while Cerdá had projected the 

construction on only two of its sides (with two blocks in angle or pararell) with large gardens 

in the central part. But it went beyond the full occupation of the four sides of the block y 

allowing the building space to exapand to the detriment of free space. This allowed the 

elements that protrude from the facade (galleries and balconies) to expand their Surface and 

also to gin space to the detriment of the interiors. 

The extension would reach its máximum densification when exceeding the original height. 

Cerdá had thought of 16 meters of height to guarrantee a perfect insolation and soon it was 

established a height of 20m, the sme of the width of the Street and later it was allowed to 

raise two floors the backings of the attics etc. 
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A very important aspect to build the Extension was the baptism of the streets. What on the 

plane were numbers and letters should be given a name. For this operation was thought of 

the writer and politician Victor Balaguer or outstanding historical personages o diverse type 

and time. 

 

In the first image, the construction of the Barcelona subway and escape routes. In the second 

one, the paving of the new avenues. 
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• AFTER THE EXTENSION: A MODERNIST CITY. 

One of the charms of the Extension is its architecture. The period of growth of the Extension 

coincides with the years of development in Europe of the modernist style. 

A style rich in decoration and associated with a group of clients of the industrial and 

commercial bourgeoisie who wanted to show their own social status rich new wealth and who 

commissioned a generation of young architects surprising and original buildings. 

Between the two international exhibitions that take place in Barcelona (1888 and 1929) the 

Extension grows and gives itself excellent examples of the modernist style. Walking through 

the streets of the Eixample is done by a modernist city full of color, attractive materials and 

shapes. 

Gardens that grow in the facades, colored glass galleries, allegorical sculptures with 

representations of the arts and novelties, multicolored engraving, wooden doors and shutters, 

iron balconies ... various decorative elements take place along our walk. 

 

Coinciding with the Olympic period, Barcelona rediscovered its modernist legacy and claimed 

it through the first denomination of Quadrat dOr (a large area that extends approximately 

from Diagonal to Rondas and Aribau streets to Sant Joan road), and later With the 

Modernisme Route that extended the circle with other areas of the city. 

Coinciding with the Olympic period, Barcelona rediscovered its modernist legacy and claimed 

it through the first denomination of Quadrat dOr (a large area that extends approximately 

from Diagonal to Rondas and Aribau streets to Sant Joan road), and later With the 

Modernisme Route that extended the circle with other areas of the city. 

 

Sagrada Familia, by Gaudí 
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 Park Güell, by Gaudí 

 

La Pedrera House, by Gaudí and Josep Maria Pujol 

 

Batlló House, by Gaudí 
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• THE EXTENSION NOWADAYS. 

At present, it is the most populous district of Barcelona and of all Spain in absolute terms 

(262,485 inhabitants) and the second in relative terms (35,586 hab/km2). 

In the district of the Extension is where you can find some of the most famous roads and 

squares of Barcelona such as Gracia walk, ‘Ramblas de Catalunya’, Catalunya square, 

Diagonal avenue, Aragon Street, the Street of Balmes, the San Antonio round, the San Pedro 

round, the San Juan walk… 

In addition in the Extension there are numerous tourist and civic points of interest such as 

the Basilica of the Sagrada Familia, Milá House, Batlló House, the National Theater of 

Catalonia the Auditorium of Barcelona, Monumental Bullring House Les Punxes, as well as 

numerous cinemas, theaters, restaurants, hotels and other places of leisure. 

In spite of all or thanks to it, since Cerdá conceived a Utopian city, the present Extension has 

full force, after 150 years. At the beginning of XXI century, the Extension remains the heart 

of the current Barcelona, and continues its construction. 

The last great impulse of the Extension takesk place from 1986, when Barcelona is named 

seat of Olympic Games of 1992 and the Olympic Village of Poblenou is constructed respecting 

the layout of the extension. This allowed the Extension and Avenue Diagonal to reach the 

sea after more than a century. 

The great industries moved outside of Barcelona, leaving as an ornamental testimony of the 

industrial activity of this área, many of the chimneys of the factories. All this at present 

allows to open roads and urbanize new áreas, which in some cases are being built surrounded 

by landscaped áreas, very similar to the original desings. 

                          Ramblas of Barcelona 
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Olympic Villag 

 

• SOURCES: 

 

http://upcommons.upc.edu/bitstream/handle/2099/5313/Article10.pdf?sequence=1 

-http://urban-networks.blogspot.cz/2012/11/rompiendo-moldes-barcelona-y-madrid-

se.html 

-http://arquitecturaxbarcelona.net/barcelona/historia/ 

-http://es.barcelona.com/guia_ciudad/visitas_guiadas/eixample 

 

http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20160606/402306465237/plan-

municipal-esquerra-eixample-zonas-peatonales.html 

 

http://www.anycerda.org/congres/documentacio/postmetropolis/docs/A/A21.pdf 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 

 

Name of the student 

Tjaša Kogovšek 

School year / Semester 

2016/2017 Summer semester 

Chosen area / City 

Ljubljana_Slovenia  

Ljubljana is the capital and largest city of Slovenia. Its central geographic location within 
Slovenia, transport connections, concentration of industry, scientific and research institutions, 
and cultural tradition are contributing factors to its leading position. 

The city has an area of 163.8 km2. It is located about 320 kilometers south of Munich, 477 
km east of Zürich, 250 km east of Venice, 350 km southwest of Vienna, 224 km south of 
Salzburg and 400 km southwest of Budapest.  
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Location / Maps / Area specification 

Ljubljana_Main train and bus station (betwen Masarykova, Vilharjeva, Dunajsk street) 

Emonika, also named the Emonika City Centre or the Ljubljana Emonika Passenger Centre is a 
project of the construction of a new bus and railway station and a business and residential complex 
at Liberation Front Square and in the nearby area in the Centre District of Ljubljana, the capital of 
Slovenia. 

The area in the very centre of Ljubljana is a rapidly growing railway junction of domestic and 
international transport. This is where the routes between the Mediterranean Sea, the Alps, the 
Balkan Peninsula, and the vast plains of Eastern Europe intersect. 

Ljubljana is one of the most pleasant cities to live in, it was anointed Europe’s Greenest Capitalin 
2016 by the European Union, Slovenia this year is the leader in sustainable tourism. But most 
architects and citizens would agree that we have the ugliest and dysfunctional main bus and rail 
station. 
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Historical development 

TriGranit: The construction was originally planned by the construction company TriGranit. First 
old buildings were removed in 2008 in order to prepare space for construction, which was planned 
to begin in spring 2012 and finish in two years. In September 2012, TriGranit withdrew its 
construction permit request, filled in June 2012, after failing to acquire some of the necessary land 
within relevant deadlines. According to Zoran Jankovic, the Mayor of Ljubljana, the company had 
invested already 30 million euros in the project.TriGranit later stated it had not withdrawn from 
the project. After the government of Slovenia refused to subsidy the investment in July 2014, 
TriGranit pulled out of the contract with the Slovenian Railways. The railway company decided 
to press charges against it, but the construction of the complex was postponed indefinitely. 

Prime Kapital: In early 2017, the project gained new investors, the Prime Kapital fund from 
Romania. In March 2017, it was announced that it would, under the management of Csaba Toth 
who initially worked for TriGranit, and in collaboration with the Slovenian Railways and the City 
Municipality of Ljubljana, construct a new bus and railway station, redesign Liberation Front 
Square, and widen Masaryk Street (Masarykova ulica) running along the railway to a four-lane 
road. 
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Contemporary situation 

Emonika City Center_the Concept: The multipurpose Emonika complex will be built in the center 
of Ljubljana and will connect two parts of the city that have been separated by a railway for several 
decades. A combination of a business tower, shopping and entertainment center, hotel and 
congress center, and a residential complex will introduce a new place for meetings, for life, work, 
and entertainment to the city. 

A new bus and railway station and a new passenger hall will substantially improve the quality of 
passenger services for the visitors of Ljubljana. 
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Future 

Future/ Mission: Emonika will provide Ljubljana with a modern urban centre, where people will 
meet, live, make business arrangements, have fun, start and end their voyages. Emonika will mark 
the centre of Ljubljana architecturally and make the revitalization of the area around the railway 
tracks possible, thus raising the value of Ljubljana as one of the capitals of Europe. 

Vision: Emonika as the symbiosis of tradition and future, as a transportation and cultural bridge. 

Emonika will represent a bridge between geographically separated parts of the city. It will produce 
the best conditions for business contacts and provide room for the linking of cultures and for social 
interaction in the very center of Slovenia.  
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Realization: 

LOCATION: Trg OF, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

PROGRAMME: retail, business, entertainment, railway and bus station 

INVESTMENT: 200 - 250 million euros. 

DURATION: OF CONSTRUCTION WORK: 2 years: 2017-2019 

INVESTIOR: Bucharest-based company: Prime Kapital 

All phases should start being built at the same time. Investor is promising to build public 
program first. 

Demonstration of constructions: 

1. Masarikova street expands into four lane road 

2. New rail station 

3. New bus station (stations connected with a bridge) 

4. Commercial part in direction to Dunajska street; on both sides: commercial/business 
skyscraper + hotel 

The project includes (besides the main rail and bus station) the construction of a 59,000 sq metre 
shopping and entertainment centre, and 21,500 sq metres of office space. 

 

Conclusion 

Emonika city center was expected for more than 10 years in Ljubljana. They had huge problems 
with investors and the project had to be changed few times. It is not even sure that these last 
drawings will actually be actualized, but people hope so. 

Responsible architects and people from Municipality are defending the winning drawings from 
competition, made by biro in Spain. I will point out, what I think is positive or negative in the 
project done. The biggest quality is, that Ljubljana finally got investor and the construction hole, 
which existed for around 10 years, will soon disappear. It was a shame for Ljubljana, as the city, 
which was anointed Europe’s Greenest Capital in 2016 by the European Union and the shame for 
the country which was this year also the leader in sustainable tourism. Tourists going of the trains 
or buses in main station of Ljubljana could think they missed the country. 

Positive features from the urbanistic views are; that Masarikova street will be expanded and 
resolve current traffic jams. Both station, bus and rain are big enough and corresponding to the 
human scale. Connection with the bridge will enable carefree crossing for pedestrians. Pedestrians 
will now also have priority against current priority of the cars. New skyscraper (which should be 
but the last if they somehow end without money to soon) will form a new landmark of the city 
(dominant oriental point). The shopping and entertainment center will provide the visitors with the 
widest range of top brands as well as services and amusement, the business hotel will welcome 
travelers and host conferences etc, so it will be a huge positive feature from the touristic view also. 
That is what Ljubljana trying the best in last years. Commercial part in direction to Dunajska street 
will also create some new jobs. 
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Drawings for the new rail station look perfect if we don’t compare them with previous plans which 
costed almost the same and are better to my opinion. They had to throw them away because of 
investor cancellation. Previous plans had connection for pedestrians all over the roof and also 
would provide roof gardens. Architects planned more windows, which let nice natural indirect 
light into indoor spaces. Project was more sustainable even that it was made few years earlier. The 
whole floorplan with their rounded shapes looked modern and more suitable for the city of 
Ljubljana, which made some huge urbanistic improvements in the last years. New competition and 
plans were mainly just a loss of huge amount of money and time for Municipality and people living 
in Ljubljana. I hope they will finally build something. 

 

List of sources 

Googlemaps 

http://www.slovenskenovice.si/novice/slovenija/emonika-je-potniski-vlak-spet-odpeljal 

http://www.delo.si/novice/slovenija/v-centru-ljubljane-se-zacenja-gradnja-emonike.html 

https://www.dnevnik.si/ 

http://www.emonika.si 

http://www.railwaypro.com/wp/bucharest-based-company-to-build-ljubljanas-new-passenger-
terminal/ 

http://www.delo.si/novice/slovenija/nova-podoba-ljubljanske-zelezniske-in-avtobusne-
postaje.html 

http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?p=138718706 

http://www.sloveniaforyou.com 

http://www.mapsland.com/europe/slovenia 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 

AVENIDA PASEO DE LA REFORMA  - "A POETIC WALK THROUGH THE CITY” 

NAME OF THE STUDENT: FRANCISCO CAMPOS FERNÁNDEZ 

 

SCHOOL YEAR/SEMESTER: 4TH YEAR, 8TH SEMESTER 

 

CHOSEN AREA/CITY: 

AVENIDA PASEO DE LA REFORMA, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO. 
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LOCATION 

Avenida Paseo de la Reforma within Mexico City. Source: google.earth. 

Located in the heart of Mexico City, it is the second biggest street with an approximate of 14.7 km 
from start to end. It is a two way street  with a length of 18 meters to 28 on its thickest section, 
beginning on the north part of Mexico City up until the southwest border with Toluca.   

 

Plan of Paseo de la Reforma divided by its 5 sections. Source: google.com/images 
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History, The evolution of a City: 

XIX Century, initial phase 

During the year 1864, Mexico was facing a series of political issues, the French empire took control 
of the country and the government had to flee to the north of the 

country. 
Meanwhile 

the power 
was taken by 
Maximilian I 
of Mexico 

(born, 
Habsburg, 
Austria. 
1832) 

together with 
her wife, 
Charlotte of Belgium. 

His rule during the Second Mexican Empire was short, but he 
emitted a series of changes to improve the city, which beauty was solely focused on the Zócalo 
Capitalino (City center) and most of the locations were not connected. Beginning the “Paseo de la 
Emperatriz” 

 

Maximilian I, source: google.com/images 

Pastry War, the Invation of France to Mexico. Source: google.com/images 

¨”Avenida Chapultepec“. View of the Street before the construction of Paseo de la Reforma. Source: google.com/images 
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He began a series of boulevards trying to imitate the Ringstraße  

In Vienna or the streets of Paris being completed by Napoleon. 

The focus was to create long, lineal streets completed with series of monuments. In this case the 
plan was to connect the center of the city to the Chapultepec’s Castle (current home of the 
emperor). The construction of the project began as planned creating long, Concrete Street but 
Benito Juarez, together with the Mexican government defeated the empire, murdering Maximilian 
and leaving the project unfinished.  

New president, Benito Juárez, decided to continue the project, finishing the first phase on February 
17, 1867.  

XX Centuty. 

By the end of the XIX century the City looked completely new, the works on “Paseo de la 
Emperatriz” (now named Paseo Juárez) made an immediate impact on the whole city. This marked 
the beginning of the most prosper time for Mexico in its History.  

New president Porifirio Díaz made great changes to the city, one of them was finishing the Paseo 
Juíarez paving and modernization, changing the name to Paseo Degollado. 

The president ordered the erection of the most iconic monument in the city, the Angel of 
Independence, to celebrate Mexico´s power, beauty and the centenary of independence. 

At 1910 began another breakpoint in the history of the city. The Mexican Revolution, that began 
the complete urbanization of the surroundings of the Boulevard, the construction of houses in the 
area made it the most important point on the city for the moment. The war caused the destruction 
of many of these houses giving priority to the army winners.  
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Work was at a halt until the end of the WWII when the new acquired money was used to finish the 
complete project adding urban furniture and many of its most iconic sites, like the “Diana 
Cazadora”. After the 1985 earthquake, the city needed 5 years to restore the project creating the 
Torre Mayor, at the moment it was the biggest building in Latinamerica.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First Phase, Mexican Growth. 

 

Paseo de la Reforma is today the most 
important commercial and cultural 
place in the city, covering 14 
kilometers and 8 neighborhoods in the 
city.  

The street is 30 meters wide (at least) 
in every point it covers. The Historic 
City center is, therefore connected to 
important commercial neighborhoods 
like, Polanco, Chapultepec, including 
the forest, and Santa Fe. 

Internationally is recognized for its 
commercial importance, with more than 50% of the international businesses of the city being 
held here.  

The Angel of Independence and a current view of Paseo de la Reforma. Source: en.wikipedia.org/Paseo_de_la _reforma 

Night view of Reforma, including the angel of Independence. Source: google.com/images 
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Important locations like the North American embassy, the national history museum, the national 
Auditorium and the highest buildings in the city are located here.  

 

Evolution of Mexico City 

After the Devastating 1985 earthquake, Paseo de la Reforma buildings at the time were 
completely destroyed, changing drastically the regulations in skyscrapers construction. This led 
to the opportunity of creating bigger and bigger buildings over time. 

Torre Reforma, The highest building in the country.  

 

Torre Reforma (built 2016) is at the moment, the highest building 

in Mexico. Built by LBR Arquitectos, mexican firm, it has LEED gold 

Certificate, making it Latinamerica’s highest certificated building. 

The height is 246 meters, it includes 57 stories. With a total area of 

73,900 m2. 

This unique form was planned in order to make it possible that 

neighbor buildings only get affected by 25 minutes of shadow 

every day. 

 

Torre BBVA Bancomer, iconic architectural landmark 

 

Torre BBVA Bancomer is the financial center for BBVA, 
one of the most important banks in Spain and latinamerica.  

Finished on 2015, it’s currently the second highest building 
with 235 meters of altitude. 

This also includes LEED Gold certificate saving around 
40% of water and energy compared to standard buildings. 

This building includes unique structures so it is able to resist 
an earthquake as strong (or stronger) that the one occurred 
in 1985. 

 

Torre Reforma. Source: 
en.wikipedia.org/Torre_reforma 

Torre BBVA Bancomer. Source: 
en.wikipedia.org/Torre_bbva_bancomer 
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Monuments, symbols of a city. 

One of The facts that make Paseo de la Reforma one of the most attractive touristic spots in 
Mexico City is its amount of historical landmarks and monuments that represent our past, present 

and future as Mexicans. 

 

Monument to Christopher Columbus 

This Was the First monument erected on Paseo de la Reforma, created 
by French sculptor Enrique Cordier on 1883 it represents the famous 
sailor that discovered our Continent on 1492. 

 It is unfamous because supporting mexicans for the indian community 
tries to destroy it every october 12 as an act of reject towards Spain 
independence. 

Monument to Cuauhtemoc 

Located on the most transited street cross on the city, this is probably the 
most nationalistic monument of all the ones in the boulevard.  

Cuauhtémoc was the last of the Aztec emperor before the fall of the city 
of Tenochtitlan by the hands of the spanish empire. Similar to the one of 
Christopher Columbus, this is used as a reference for manifestations. 

 

Angel of Independence Square 

Built by Antonio Rivas Mercado, in order to celebrate the 100 years of 
the Independence of Mexico. This is the third statue erected here, after 
the earthquakes on 1957 and 1985 destroyed the first two. 

This is recognized (unofficially) as the symbol of Mexico City and is 
currently used as the most important point of reference and for national 
celebrations (sports) 

 

 

Monument to Christopher 
Columbus. Source: google/images 

Monument to Cuauhtemoc 
Source: google/images 

Angel of Independence 
Source: google/images 
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Diana Cazadora Fountain 

Erected on 1942 by President Manuel Ávila Camacho, created by 
Mexican sculptor Juan Fernando Olaguibel. 

The real name is Huntress of the North Star but it’s locally known as 
Huntress Diana. It was controversial due to the model being naked. 

 

 

Pillar of Light 

Probably the most controversial monument on Mexico City. Made to 
commemorate the 200 years of the independence war (2010) but it was 
actually finished 2 years after the original set date. 

Taking over three times the original budget, it is today being heavily 
criticized because it has no real purpose, and it is considered a white 
elephant on the city. 

 

Caballito Tower 

Finished on 1993, this statue is a symbol that represents another 
monument, the little Horse, or el Caballito, a gift from the Spain 
government that was located originally on this position. 

Made by Mexican sculptor Enrique Carbajal it is still standing today. 

      

Diana Cazdora fountain  
Source: google/images 

Pillar of light, located on 
Chapultepec source: google/images 

Caballito Tower in Reforma  
source: google/images 
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Chapultepec Castle and Woods 

As mentioned before, this was the place where the emperor Maximilian lived, today the place is 
a museum and includes a park, a zoo and several pavilions being given to Mexico by different 
countries. 

Chapultepec Castle terrace, with statues of the six boy heroes. Source: google.com/images 
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It is one of the biggest forests in the city and is one of the most visited turistic sports on the city. 

Monument to the Mother  

Completed in 1949 as a homenage to all the 
mothers in Mexico. 

The base has a plate that says “to the one 
that loved us even before knowing us”. 

It is not as popular as other spots mentioned 
before but it is one of the most important for 
nurses and female women in the city. 

 
Monument to the Mother. Source: Google.com/images 

 th 



5
8

 

  

LOCATION OF EVERY LANDMARK IN PASEO DE LA REFORMA 
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The situation Surrounding Reforma 

Avenida Reforma, as stated, is one of the most transited and important commercial and cultural 
streets in Mexico City, therefore it attracts, sadly, not only tourists, but it is a focus on 
manifestations. 

Its location and easy access to the government buildings gives them the opportunity to manifest, 
but as shown on the pictures its normally people from other states or simply rioters trying to 
cause chaos to the city.  

The occurrence of this happenings is constant, during 2010 and 2015 there was at least one every 
day. The rioters constantly create improvised camping on the area leading to police fights and 
constant traffic on the city. 

This affects more than 30% of the driving population on Mexico City every day. 

 

A look into the future: Personal opinion 

Avenida Reforma is quite chaotic, but so is most of the streets on Mexico City, nevertheless, this 
is one of the most important streets, therefore is quite an interesting point in the city. The original 
S.XIX plan still stands, despite most of the city changed. 

In spite of the political problems in the zone, it still represents a basic touristic point in the city, 
its beauty is not easily replicated. And because of all the history, it represents Mexico City most 
studied, analyzed and adapted point in the city.  

The original plan still stands, which makes it one of the most successful urban plans on the city. 

For me, speaking personally, this is an important street because it is an experimental point in the 
city, every attempt on improving the urban plan begins here, and should it be successful it is 
implemented on the rest of the city. For a bicycle driver, a car user or even a street walker this 
street represents a focus point. 

Conclusion 

As a Mexican, and for a tourist this is a must see part of the city, its connection is unique, 
considering Mexico City is one of the biggest cities in the world. the accessibility makes it a 
central point and the architecture, art and history makes Avenida Paseo de la Reforma the most 
important street on the city. 

This international focus is what makes it an “oasis” sadly, its beauty is represented only here, 
while most of the city needs improvements. 
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Despite the local love of the street, further improvements have been cancelled by popular 
petition to further improve other areas, it is widely considered to be complete. 

SOURCES: 

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paseo_de_la_Reforma 

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paseo_de_la_Reforma#Monumentos_al_lado_del_Paseo 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/AttractionsNear-g150800-d152798-Paseo_de_la_Reforma-

Mexico_City_Central_Mexico_and_Gulf_Coast.html 

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/thorntree/forums/americas-mexico/mexico/free-bicycles-every-sunday-

paseo-de-la-reforma-closed-to-motor-vehicles 

http://www.mexicocity-guide.com/zones/reforma_avenue.htm 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 

 

1. Name of the student 

Chang, Po-Ching 

2. School year / Semester 

Erasmus Student, Winter Semester 

3. Chosen area / City 

Taipei City, Taiwan 

This is the Taipei city, and it is surrounded by the New Taipei City, used to be the outskirt of 
Taipei town. 
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4. Location / Maps / Area specification 

This project is called the Western Entrance project, located at the western part of Taipei. 

Zoning in, the site is the juncture of different districts, but it is always the important developed 
zone because of the Taipei Main Station. Here is also full of contradiction between new and old, 
modern and traditional. 
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5. Historical development 

Under Qing Rule 

Of course, the train station was not built at the beginning. During the period of Qing rule, it is 
still at the outside of the town, but closed to the wall and the north gate. That means the south part 
of the site remained a lot of historical tracks from Qing period. 

Under Japanese Rule 

Go forward to the period under Japanese rule, the old wall was broken down, only remained 
the north gate. And in 1918, Taipei train station was built up(the old site). At the same time, 
Japanese government built the axis of museums for urban landscape. 

Republic of China 

After the recession of Taiwan, Taipei started the urbanization in a very fast pace. The high 
buildings kept being built up. Soonly, the land approached to be oversaturated condition. The 
government started the Taipei Railway Underground Project in 1983 to release more space for the 
city. 

After the undergrounding of railway, different programmes of the empty blocks could also see 
the different urban planning thoughts during different times. In 1990s, the planning concerntrate 
building up the commercial high buildings. In 1994, starting to value the importance of historical 
resources. In 2006, introducing the ecological urban planning. In 2008, people-centered policies 
started to take part into the programme. Nowadays, the new project started from 2013. Because 
the complicated context remained from different ages here cause various urban problems, the main 
goal is to refresh the space. 

  

After the Taipei Railway Underground Project in 1983, the project in Design Competition 
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Each time of pictures: 1895/ 1945/ 2013 
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6. Contemporary situation / Future 

There are four main targets of the project: Resilient Cities, Uncover Historical value, Ease road 
congestion, People-centered Transportation. 

The detail of the project in different situation is written below, including the contemporary 
situation and the futural vision. 

 

Resilient Cities 

To be prepared for the unperspective weather nowadays, the new consideration of resilient 
cities is one of the most important urban planning thoughts. This project also does the research of 
urban microclimate and readjust the space for it. 
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Section 
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Uncover Historical value 

Counting the historical sites surrounding the site, it is easily to found that there are abundant 
historical resources. 

 

Red - National historic relics / Blue - City class relics 
Yellow - historical buildings /  Purple - religious sites 

 

* North Gate Square / Demolition of Zhongxiao bridge approach 

The demolition of bridge uncovered the beauty of the north gate, and it also represents the 
vision in 1950 (Japanese rule). Not only the North Gate, but also other historical sites were reused 
or conversed to another using in this project following the reforming of the North Gate Square. 
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Ease road congestion 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

Another main goal of this project is the spirit of citizen participation. However, it is 
controversial to reach the slogan. During the project going, the government held a lot of workshops 
to discuss different issues with citizens. When it comes to the real problem, the way governments 
chose to do was not satisfied to most citizens. 
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Among these problems, the biggest 
controversy is the moving of Mitsui warehouse, It is doubtful to say that the historical value is able 
to conserve when moving. 

http://a.udn.com/focus/2016/02/26/18197/index.html 

It seems to be not so necessary to move because I think the flowlines of cars have another 
solution to reform the new road when easing road congestion. Furthermore, the process of 
discussion indeed lacked the spirit of the initial thought - citizen participation. 

Location 
Location 
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After all, I still think this project leads Taipei and Taiwan to a better way. Not only for the 
urban landscape and other important values in urban development, but also it expects a larger and 
farther vision of whole picture in futural Taipei City. 

8. List of sources 

http://tpstation.com.tw/ 

http://gissrv4.sinica.edu.tw/gis/twhgis/ 

https://maps.nlsc.gov.tw/ 

http://tpstation.com.tw/file/2016/04/20151111.pdf 

http://www.file.cloud.taipei.gov.tw/publication2015/91A9CAB6-54FA-48B6-B2CA-

3184C4DB3C1D/chapter/%E9%A0%81%E9%9D%A2%E6%93%B7%E5%8F%96%E8%87%AA-

2016%E8%87%BA%E5%8C%97%E5%B8%82%E5%B9%B4%E9%91%91%E5%B0%81%E9%9D%A2%E6%95

%85%E4%BA%8B_002.pdf 

https://formosarace.blogspot.com.es/2016/06/blog-post_27.html 

http://www.webgis.udd.gov.taipei/planmap/cityplan_main.aspx 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
Zagreb-Lanište, Croatia 

 

Name of the student 
Nikola Pokupec 

Faculty of Architecture, University of Ljubljana 

SLOVENIA 

School year / Semester 

 Summer semester 2018 

 

 

Chosen area / City 
 

I have chosen this location, as I’m originally from Croatia. Zagreb, our capital, has the biggest number of 

newer, larger scale developments.  

The Lanište neighbourhood is located at the south-western entrance to the city, along the Jadranska 

avenija street (Croatian for Adriatic avenue, as it’s an important road connecting the capital with the 

Adriatic sea and leading - in the form of a highway - to the nearest city on the coast, Rijeka). 

It’s has a strategic location, as its position enables quick access to the area, as well as enough distance 

from the crowded city centre, with plenty of surrounding green areas and lake Jarun in the vicinity. 

The area’s development accelerated rapidly with the building of a new sports hall (Arena Zagreb) and 

shopping mall (Arena Centar)  in the mid 2000-s. Ever since, it’s becoming more and more attractive for 

new inhabitants, changing its character from a once neighbourhood on the outskirts, to one of the most 

desireable places to live in the south of Zagreb. 
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1. Location / Maps / Area specification 
 

area     870 ha 

built / unbuilt   180 ha / 690 ha 

area perimeter   4.2 km 

width    1.6 km 

length    0.4 - 0.8 km 

   inhabitants   3,300 (in 2011) 

apartments   approx. 1600 

 

The location has two main access points from the north - junctions with Adriatic avenue. The Adriatic 

avenue, going further west, leads directly to the Croatian highway network (from then on to the seaside) 

- going further east, it either connects the area to Novi Zagreb (New Zagreb - the common name for all 

20th century developments in the south part of the city) or, providing you turn north, to the city centre. 

Public transport connections are provided via tram (8) or bus, which stop at the Arena (2). The area, as it 

is often the case with such vast developments, was built-up in phases - residential areas are made up of 3 

bigger developments (4, 6, 7)  with the Arena complex (2, 3) being the catalyst for surrounding areas. 

Map 1. Chosen area 
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Residential development in the area started as far back as the 1960s, as the higher demand for apartments 

spurred development of buildings blocks in the Remetinec area (6) which were a contrast to the single-

family in Savski gaj, to the east. The area was more-or-less stagnant until the mid 2000s, when 

development of a couple of new residential blocks, as well as the Arena sports hall and shopping mall 

complex, gave it a lease of new life. This influenced a new wave of rapid growth, with neighbourhoods 

Lanište (4,5) and Jarušcica (7) appearing, with numerous new building blocks, predominantly of mixed-

use. Development is still continuing today, but at a slower pace than around 2009, when the Arena 

complex was finished. 

 

Map 2. Developments in the area 

1) ADRIATIC AVENUE 

The name derives from the direction it takes the commuter - to the Adriatic sea. The most important road 

in the vicinity of the chosen area, connected directly to the highway network. 

2) ARENA ZAGREB 

The biggest development in the area to date. It was built between 2008-2009 for the European Handball 

Championship. Since then, it has been in financial troubles, as year after year, demands aren’t met. 

3) ARENA CENTRE 
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Built simultaneously as the sports hall, Arena Shopping Mall is the most lucrative development in the area. 

It houses more than 100 shops, with expansions planned for 2019. 

4) LANIŠTE 

Mixed-use building blocks, with predominantly business offices in the ground floors and accomodation 

upstairs, ranging from 2003 until today. Latest projects are from 2018 (north part, by the Adriatic avenue). 

5) KINDERGARTEN & SCHOOL 

Architecturally interesting kindergarten, built in 2008, to keep up with the demands of newly moved 

families into the neighbourhood. The school is from 1960, with the latest adaptation being made also in 

2008, due to popular demand. 

6) REMETINEC 

The oldest of the neighbourhoods, with building blocks dating all the way back to the 60s. Populated 

mostly by inhabitants with the lowest income in the area. This area also houses a community health centre 

and a police station (on the far south). 

7) JARUŠČICA 

Mixed-use neighbourhood, more residentially oriented than Lanište. Developments ranging from 2003 

until today, with several new project in the making for the year 2018. 

8) THE RONDO 

An important junction of all traffic systems - road, tram, cyclist and pedestrian. The nearest tram station 

is situated here. 

9) LAKE JARUN 

Biggest natural zone in the vicinity of the chosen area. Houses lake Jarun, which is popular with sports-

minded inhabitants, especially during the warmer parts of the year when they (sun)bathe on the vast 

coasts. It’s also home to the biggest music festival in Zagreb - INmusic festival, which is an annual 

occurence with many well-known international artists playing live. 
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2. Historical development 
 

As this area is somewhat far from the city centre, no proper residential developments took place until 

the second half of the 20th century. With the developments in personal mobility (more affordable cars 

etc.) and the modernism era in architecture, Zagreb was satisfying the bigger demand for residential 

accomodation with New Zagreb, the part south of Sava consisting of many residential block complexes. 

Remetinec wasn’t originally part of the plan, as it was historically a village of single-family houses, but 

space constraints forced the project to expand eastward and that’s how Remetinec got urbanized and  

embedded into the city fabric. For a long time, Remetinec was the administrative, cultural and health 

centre of Zagreb - as it houses a cultural dome, health centre and even a police station, with the notorious 

Remetinec prison just outside the area dealt with in this analysis.  

With the changes in our way of living and the appearance of nowadays ever-present shopping malls 

Remetinec lost its importance for New Zagreb and slowly drifted into obscurity. Sporadic residential blocks 

appeared in the surrounding neighbourhoods Lanište and Jarušcica, but there was nothing holding them 

together, emphasizing the unity of the area. 

 

3. Contemporary situation 
 

The development of the Arena complex, brought the area to another level, which it still attains to this day. 

Due to the fact that the area attracts many visitors, mainly concerning shopping activities (less so to events 

in the Arena,  as it is nowadays in the process of reimagining and restructuring its business) the area 

spurred many new small businesses in surrounding neighbourhoods, mainly Lanište (4) and Jarušcica (7) - 

with small family businesses, shops or services opening in the ground floors of the newly risen building 

blocks. This period also provided the area with a new kindergarten, courtesy of architects Roth and Cerina. 

Map 3. Remetinec - early development 
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Map 4. Early 2000s developments 

The sports hall was built in 2009 for the purpose of hosting the most important games of the European 

Handball World Championship that year. It has adaptable seating arrangements, so it can be changed 

according to the events taking place in the arena - from indoor athletics, hockey matches, handball, 

basketball or music concerts. This kind of business arrangement was not quite working out for the arena, 

as year after year it recorded losses, so nowadays the practice is dividing the arena into smaller parts for 

seminars etc. and therefore renting a larger number of smaller spaces, as opposed to the previous 

business model of renting out the whole arena for events. The Arena is currently still under the ownership 

of the investor and contractor, but next year (2019) the arrangement of ownership for the first 10 years 

runs out and it will become property of the City of Zagreb. 

 

Map 5. Arena complex development 
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Arena Shopping Mall currently houses more than 200 smaller and 10 big shops, as well as 10 multiplex 

cinematic halls, a casino and an indoor children’s playground complex. It’s intertwined with the outdoor 

area of the Arena Sports Hall by careful landscape planning and a smartly thought-out design of the public 

areas, which are often occupied by teenage population from the surrounding neighbourhoods throughout 

the day, be it for hanging out or trying their hand at some urban sports (parkour, BMX, skating). Parking 

spaces for the visitors to the shopping mall and sports hall are plenty, as it offers more than 3,000 parking 

spaces, outdoor and underground garage-house combined. 

 

Map 6. Latest developments 

 

4. Future 
 

Planned future development concern mainly the traffic system of the area, as this has been the most 

negative aspect for some time, as Zagreb is not moving forward nearly enough considering the European 

standards concerning pollution and sustainability. 

THE RONDO RECONSTRUCTION 

This mindset is evident in the proposed re-construction of the rondo (8), the future design for which 

proposes further expansion of the roads and a construction of two underground tunnels which would 

connect Adriatic Avenue with Dubrovnik Avenue. The rondo is expected to be signalized, which altogether 

contradicts the logic of having a rondo e.g. a junction with free-flowing traffic. 

COMMUNITY CENTRE 

Even though the community is lacking any representative green spaces and outdoor recreational areas, a  

competition for a community center was disbanded in 2016, due to a breach of anonimity and equality 

rules, as well as inhabitants being very vocal in their disagreement with the project, as it would - in their 

opinion - physically divide the area, as it seemed misplaced and over-dimensioned.  

JARUN BRIDGE 

On a more positive note, one of the proposed future developments is a bridge connecting the 

neighbourhood with lake Jarun, crossing Sava and becoming only the fourth bridge connecting Zagreb in 
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the north-south directions (there’s two more bridges in the wider area, which serve as highways, and two 

bridges east and west, serving as entrances to the city area).  

The proposed Jarun bridge would enable the inhabitants of the area have access to the biggest lake in the 

city, as well as vastly expand the green areas accessible to the inhabitants, as the quality of green public 

space is lacking in the neighbourhood. The proposed design exists since 2007, but the funding has been 

the problem, as the actors in the project cannot seem to attain the necessary 40 million necessary for 

building. Currently, sports playgrounds and recreational infrastructure for the area is centred mainly 

around the primary school and kindergarten. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

To conclude, Lanište is a neighbourhood with great economic and natural potential for further 

development - the sense is only, that a clear and united vision is lacking, to really bring out the best in 

this area. 

Hopefully future generations of urban planners and city leadership will work together, to obtain the title 

of the area being one of the most desireable residential neighbourhoods in Zagreb, as well as to give the 

Arena its former shine and status it had, when it was first built in 2009 

 

 

6. List of sources 
 

LITERATURE 

Reconstruction of the Remetinec rondo 

https://www.zagreb.hr/en/rekonstrukcija-rotora-remetinec/19372 <access: May, 2018> 

Jarun bridge – competition catalogue 

https://www.zagreb.hr/most-jarun_katalog-radova/3277 <access: May, 2018> 

Lanište community centre – competitions results 

http://www.d-a-z.hr/hr/vijesti/natjecaj-za-drustveni-centar-u-lanistu.html <access: May, 2018> 

 

IMAGES 

Map 1-6. Ortophoto of Zagreb + own Photoshop editing 

https://geoportal.dgu.hr/ <access: April, 2018> 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 

1. NAME OF STUDENT 

Ami Coulter 

 

2. SCHOOL YEAR / SEMESTER 

Third Year, Second Semester. 

 

3. CHOSEN AREA / CITY  
Glasgow Harbour Development in Glasgow in Scotland. 

   

 

4. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

History of the River Clyde and its importance in the development of Glasgow: 

The River Clyde has always played an important role in the history of the city of Glasgow, the 
largest city in Scotland. Following the rapid expansion of the tobacco and sugar trade between 
1707 and 1800 the river was deepened so that bigger vessels could dock in the centre of 

Glasgow. From 1818 it was possible for large foreign trading vessels to dock at the Broomielaw. 
This allowed for significant  
expansion of the Clydeside’s international trade and led to a phenomenal increase in shipbuilding 

in the area which was a vital trade in both of the world wars. However, as the city suffered a 
traumatic post-industrial decline the trade of the shipbuilders became almost obsolete in the 
1960’s with very few remaining. 
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5. LOCATION / MAPS / AREA SPECIFICATION 

Clyde Waterfront, The regeneration project: 

 

This regeneration project stretches all the way along the river in districts that are marked on this 
diagram. I will be focusing on the Greater Govan area, specifically the Glasgow Harbour  
development that is under way. These are a selection of projects from other areas of the river. 

Since it began its 25-year initiative, set to transform the Clyde into a newly vibrant location, in 
2003 the Clyde Waterfront has diversified and strengthened significantly. In the first 5 years of 
the organisation, over 250,000sqm of commercial floor space was developed which led to the 

employment of 17,000 people. A large portion of this came from the growth of the banking and 
finance sector which expanded significantly. Overall this growth is especially impressive given 
that it has stemmed mostly from private sector investment. In addition, including reference to the 

Glasgow Harbour phase one and two developments there has been almost 6,000 residential units 
built, raising the working age population. From the get go the Clyde Waterfront scheme is 
fulfilling its goals through a thorough revitalisation through urban planning of every aspect. The 
recession which took hold in 2008 meant the rate of development has slowed though the 
organisation remains committed and moving forward with the plans for the future. 
 

New Modern Landmarks at the Waterfront: 
- The SSE Hydro 2013       National Arena  £125 Million 
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The newest addition to the Scottish Exhibition Conference Centre (SECC) is the SSE Hydro 
joining the existing arenas including the original SEC Building and the SEC Armadillo.  
The Hydro was designed by world renowned architects Foster and Partners and was built to 

ensure the SECC’s future as one of the most important entertainment and conference venues in 
Europe. The arena was designed from the inside out and is one of the largest venues in Scotland 
seating 12,000 and is the only one of its scale built specifically for concerts, conferences and 

events. The building, modelled on Greek and Roman amphitheatres reaches 45m tall with a 
distinctive silver dome making a striking addition to Glasgow’s skyline, in addition to the 
translucent material used on the exterior which cause the building to appear to glow when it is lit 

up at night.  
Commercially the arena is very successful, playing host to approximately 140 events each year 
including that of international and national artists, comedy stars and sporting events – even 
playing an  

integral role in the 2014 Commonwealth Games. This leads to an economic impact of 
£347million per annum, attracting 1.5million visitors a year.  
 

- Glasgow Science Centre    2001            £75 million 

 

 

The Glasgow Science Centre, SECC Complex and the Pacific Quay are all situated close to each 
other on the water front in an attempt to create an entertainment centre at the Clydeside and 
encourage tourists in the city to visit as well as encourage business tourism. The Glasgow 

Science Centre is an independent Scottish charity, set up to raise awareness of science and 
technology advancement. It has three floors full of interactive exhibits, a science show theatre 
and a planetarium: all of which prove a very popular choice for many school trips. Uniquely the 

centre hosts Scotlands only IMAX cinema and the Glasgow Tower, the only tower in the world 
to rotate 360 degrees from the ground up.  
 

- The Transport Museum   2011   £74 million 

 

 
Glasgow’s new purpose built, award winning Riverside Transport Museum was designed by 
acclaimed architect Zaha Hadid on a site situated at the confluence of the river Clyde and the 
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river Kelvin. Focused on movement, Hadid designed a sculptural new home for Glasgow’s 
transport collection that is suitable for all ages: even including an exhibition recreating a 1900’s 
street. It even showcases 19th century maritime history with Glasgows Tall Ship, the Glenlee, 

moored outside. This museum was key to the Glasgow Harbour development as the land on 
which it was built was granted to the council by the developer and it will stand adjacent to the 
new private sector, mixed-use development.  

 
 
New Infrastructure Landmarks at the Waterfront: 

- The Clyde Arc / The Squinty Bridge   2006       £20.3million 

     

 

This was the first new surface level road bridge to cross the River Clyde since 1969 and is an 
important infrastructure component in the continued development of the Pacific Quay. The 
bridge is now an iconic piece of Glasgow landscape, it features a stunning tied arch designed by 

Edmund Nuttall Ltd. It allows for cycleways, pedestrian footpaths and four lanes of traffic, two 
dedicated to public transport and two for private and commercial traffic. The bridge links 
Finnieston Street on the North bank of the River Clyde to Govan Road on the South bank and it 

radically improves accessability to the Pacific Quay development area. 
 

- The Tradeston to Broomielaw Bridge / The Squiggly Bridge  2009      £6 million 

 

 

This is a pedestrian only bridge which was built to connect Tradeston on the South bank of the 
river with the city centre, specifically to Glasgow’s International Financial Services District. The 
bridge was designed by Dissing and Weitling Architects in collaboration with Halcrow civil 
engineers, it aims to improve accessability and create a landmark waterfront structure. 
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6. CONTEMPORARY SITUATION 

Glasgow Harbour Development: 

     

 
An Introduction - 

The river was once the lifeblood for all of Glasgow and the city would not be known as such an 

industrial superpower if it was not for the River Clyde. This new development aims to regenerate 
the Clyde, granting it a new identity as a residential, recreational and business area. The site for 
development consisted of former shipyards, docks, warehouses and granaries, many of which 

due to their abandonment, had been declared brownfields. 
 

The Site – 

 

Throughout the years there has been an obvious drive to revitalise the Clyde waterfront, 

somewhat restoring it to its former glory and popularity yet bringing it into the post-industrial 
Glasgow of today. The current development is centred in the West of the city on Glasgow 
Harbour, located on the North bank of the River Clyde. The site itself situated between the Clyde 

Tunnel to the west, the SECC in the East, the Clydeside Expressway in the North and of course 
meeting the water to the South. The parts analysed centre on the additions directly on the North 
bank of the river Clyde, the site outlined is the area destined for the future development and the 

structures to the North East along the bank are the beginning phases of the same development.  
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The Programme            £1.2 billion –  

 

Glasgow Harbour is a new high-quality mixed development across 130 acres of Glasgow’s 

waterfront. This became one of the flagship developments of the Clyde Waterfront regeneration. 
It was to include several housing blocks, hotels, leisure facilities, offices and retail space. In 
addition to the structures being introduced there will also be significant infrastructure works to 

support the new development, a total of 25million has been granted to Glasgow council by the 
developer to aid with this. As well as vast development of public space in the area totalling 50 
acres of open space and 3km of waterfront walkways. This regeneration of a vast brownfield site 
has extremely beneficial economic, tourist and social implications for Glasgow and Scotland as a 

whole.   
 

Phase One - Residential 2007   650 properties – 

 

Peel’s director of residential development Neil Baumber commented: “The ‘Strategic Waters’ 
sites give us a fantastic portfolio of locations to develop exciting new residential dwellings. This 
is all about regenerating urban areas, where there is a shortage of housing, into attractive 

waterfront locations where young professionals, families, downsizers and key workers can live.” 
Glasgow Harbour’s residential tower blocks are some of the most innovative new homes in 
Glasgow, set within a linear parkland and have reinstated the scale of Partick’s riverfront. A far 
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cry from the desolate brownfield site it once was. This has grown in two residential phases of the 
Harbour project. 
The award-winning area has homes built by CALA City, Park Lane and Bryant Homes. The 

development varies including apartments, duplexes and penthouses all of which have a 
waterfront or park land view. The properties also have high quality specifications including: 
secure basement parking, resident landscaped areas and concierge services all accumulating in a 

strong resale value. 
 

Phase Two - Residential 2009            487 Properties – 

 

This development phase was split into three stages two of which are complete and the third put 
on hold for the time being. It comprises of five imposing 16-22 storey towers facing the river and 
an eight storey linear block to the North. In total 819 apartments will be built with 95% of which 

enjoying river views. In this block basement parking is introduced as well as a ground floor 
commercial zone at the Western edge of site.  
 

Both of these phases have integrated private and public space within and surrounding the 
development which will be further explained later.  
 

7. FUTURE 

Phase Three A - Residential Underway   350 PROPERTIES 
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Total Flats built so far : 1150 
Flats Planned : 1600 
Retail Outlet and Leisure Planned  

Including Cinema and Gym : 300 000 sqm 
Office Space Planned : 500 000 sqm 

Student Accommodation Built: 700 

The final phase of the Glasgow Harbour project is still underway and hinges on two specific 

elements: further residential development and a mixed use lifestyle centre. The final phase of the 
residential scheme will be completed by Axis Mason Architects and will complete the 
masterplan proposals for the site. The development will include 350 apartments, two commercial 

units and 350 car parking spaces within a two storey underground parking development. This 
will form an ‘L’ shaped block with a stepping height from 16 – 22 storeys. The scheme will be 
arranged around a landscaped central courtyard and extended Clyde Walkway in order to 

connect the development with the wider context of the city granted by its relationship with the 
water and what lies across it while there is a connection to the public realm through the 
commercial units. 

 

Phase Three B – Multi-Use Development 

   

    

“We believe that our proposals, in tandem with the adjacent landmark Riverside Museum, would 
extend the West End down to the waterfront and create a new and vibrant destination – 
reinforcing Glasgow’s position as a major UK retail visitor attraction.” 
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Glasgow Harbour managing director, Euan Jamieson 

 

The Glasgow Harbour development aims to be a vibrant cosmopolitan destination housing a 

stunning Lifestyle Outlet. This will support the vast new residential developments situated close 
by and also draw in people to visit. The Outlet is set to have attractive fashion brands, trendy 
bars, restaurants and quality leisure facilities including a health club, cinema, parkland and 
walkways showcasing the newly developed Glasgow Harbour. The introduction of so much 

office and retail space also offers up the opportunity for those who live in the development to 
also work close to home. New footbridges are also planned to stretch across the Kelvin and the 
Clyde to provide ample access to the new development from the transport museuem and also in 

an effort to ‘connect the West End with the water’. Travelling to and from the development also 
couldn’t be any easier with all of the infrastructure that has been taken into account and 
introduced accordingly. Train, subway and bus services are  

accessible from the Partick Interchange which is only a five minute walk away. Vehicle access is 
possible from the Clydeside Expressway (A814). There is a bus station at the North of the site 
too, this provides direct access to Glasgow Central (the main train station) and Queen Street 

Station: these city centre buses come every 4 minutes at peak times. Even from further afield fast 
road links give easy access to the motorway network that covers the rest of Scotland.  
 

Landscaping Throughout the Development Period 

  

The entire 130acre site of Glasgow Harbour which was initially just redundant docklands have 
been transformed into a new urban quarter and will continue to be developed in the coming 
years. In this new urban quarter around 40% of the site is dedicated to public space with the 

formation of urban squares, public parks, riverside walkways, cycleways and connections. Part 
of this landscape development is Gillespies Riverside Walkway. They were commissioned to 
design an 11acre public park within the residential district and a 3km walk and cycleway along 

the Clyde and Kelvin waterfronts all of which will be maintained by Glasgow Harbour. The 
Clyde walkway has revitalised the riverfront for locals and visitors alike and the introduction of 
the cyclepaths have proved popular.   
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Landscaping - Public Art 

 

There has been also approximately 15 sculpture works commissioned due to the Waterfront 
Regeneration which have varied greatly in scale, style and materials. This is a small selection 
from various points of the rivers edge.  

Jephson Robb – Change. 2009.   Bronze.3.5 x 2.3 x 5m 
Toby Paterson  – Poised Array.  2007.   Steel, GRP, plywood, two-pack paint. 
Andy Scott – Rise. 2013.   Galvanised Steel.6m tall.  

 

 

8. Conclusion 

Public Opinion 

There have been some mixed reviews about the new development, the negatives mostly coming 

from other retail outlets who are not pleased about the competition the new outlet will bring. 
House of Fraser, Debenhams and John Lewis as well as the owners of two of Scotland’s largest 
shopping centres have launched objections against the scheme on the grounds that it will have a 

major detrimental effect on the city centre of Glasgow. This is really a disconnect between the 
inner-city tycoons and the rebirth of the Clyde waterfront. However, all applications to halt the 
process were denied and the scheme will be going ahead as planned. The planning application 

ensures there will be a shopping development, a 30-storey tower housing office space, a cinema, 
casino, bars, restaurants and a 200-bedroom hotel. It has also been argued by the developers of 
Glasgow Harbour, Peel Holdings, that the proposal would have a 1% impact on the city centre 

therefore a negligible sum. 

 

My Opinion and Conclusion 

The completed Glasgow Harbour development will provide a successful green environment 
which will be an asset to Glasgow and will benefit the city as a whole not just for the new 

residents that move into the area. It will benefit the surrounding areas the most including 
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Broomhill, Thornwood, Partick, Whiteinch and the West End; these areas are used to backing 
onto a brownfield site which has now been revitalised beyond belief. I don’t feel that there will 
be an extensive strain on the area as great thought and extensive investment has been given to the 

infrastructure in the area to support the growing number of commuters and visitors who will be 
attracted to the waterfront.  
 

The success of the Clydeside development can also be viewed from a different perspective; there 
has been a huge change in attitude towards the types of architecture that is being commissioned 
at the river’s edge. The buildings are not simply fit for purpose, but they are of international 

quality and are striving to make a statement and really put Glasgow on the map as a centre for 
living, entertainment and business. Many acclaimed architects have contributed to Glasgows 
skyline, specifically by the River Clyde with impressive scale encouraging others to do the same.  
 

There is also no denying that economically the Waterfront projects are benefitting the people of 
Glasgow. Over the period from 2003-2014, 10,000 residential units, 250,000 sqm of office floor 
space and 73,000 sqm of retail floor space has been completed. These totals are expected to more 

than double by 2025 as the momentum that has been generated continues. This comes to a city 
that had once lived off of the employment that the River Clyde granted through the industrial 
revolution and is once again being brought back to the water connecting the people of Glasgow 

socially, economically and leisurely.  
 
Therefore, for these reasons I believe that the Glasgow Harbour development is very positive for 

Glasgow and will benefit it in many ways. 
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Introduction 

 

This essay will argue whether the Dikmen Valley Housing and Enviroment Development Project 

(1989) has reached its goals and methods of execution were right or not. Starting from a brief 

introduction to Ankara’s urban history and plans, continuing to the emergence of the squatter areas, 

discussing their reasoning and attempts to revitalize the regions will be in the focus.  

The essay will disregard the term ‘gecekondu’ for the sake of universal understanding however a 

description would be in place: gecekondu can be translated directly to ‘built over night’ and portrays the 

almost to real situation, houses built without permission and usually hijacks electricity or water from 

nearby sources.1 Later on,  the Turkish government chose to build the infrastructure rather than tearing 

the buildings down. So the correct term for the Turkish squatter areas are ‘gecekondu’s. 

The emphasis will be on the project’s overall success throughout the years, its impact on urban 

transformation policies around the country and of course the contemporary situation. Downsides of the 

project will also be highlighted by several interview references and personal experience since I am also a 

frequent user of the park. 

Conclusion will consist of a summary of what has been said and some remarks on possible updates on 

the project’s course. 

 

1. History 

 

1.1. Ankara as Capital 

 
 

When the new Republic of Turkey was established in 1923, then came the question of the 

capital. Although İstanbul was the favorite of everyone, the founder Atatürk pointed out an 

underdeveloped north-center Anatolian town: Ankara. Its proximity to İstanbul and the 

battleground made it strategically advantageous while almost all of the country was under 

siege or occupied. 

After the Independence War, the country and its inhabitants were bankrupt. The need for 

job and shelter was becoming dire so the eyes were turned to the newly built capital and its 

ever-growing economy under the help of the young government and its incentives. Since 

the capital consisted of the castle area only, urban designer Carl Christoph Lörcher was 

commissioned in 1924 to design the new, modern capital of the new and modern Turkey. 

Lörcher’s plan was executed immediately. The capital was reaching down the castle area 

with the concept of a garden city. 

Towards the end of 1930s, the plan was becoming obsolete with the high immigration rates 

to Ankara, so a competition was initiated. In 1928 Hermann Jansen won the competition 

and his plan was put to work in 1932. Respecting and continuing the previous plan of a 

garden city and focusing on more modest solutions for the recuperating government were 

some of the highlights of the project. 

As the city grew, infrastructural problems began and this resulted in squatter areas on the 

                                                           
1 http://www.mevzuat.gov.tr/MevzuatMetin/1.5.775.pdf 
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periphery of the designed city. Concrete apartment blocks slowly replaced the wooden 

framed villas around the “Yenisehir” (new town) and the garden city evolved to be a very 

grey one. 

Today, we still can find the reminiscent of the ‘green path’ and several old villas with small 

gardens scattered around the city, some green highlights in a concrete jungle. 

 

 

 

Castle and Surroundings, possibly ‘302 

1.2. Urban Plans and Their Dissolution 

 
Starting with Lörcher’s then continuing with Jansen’s plans, the city was blossoming to 

become the modern culture’s representative in Anatolia. The city was growing to the south 

with the green boulevard and public service buildings all around. Residential quarters 

consisted of villas with gardens and several social housings. The economic boom invited the 

rural residents to find job and shelter in the new capital however none of the plans were 

prepared for the immense income of thousands of people. Infrastructural problems resulted 

in the fragmentation in the urban planning and squatter areas just outside the center.  
The almost twenty five year old Jansen plan had to be replaced so yet another competition 

brought 1957 Uybadin-Yücel Plan which had been prepared in different mapping techniques 

and in different scales, covered a much larger area of Ankara and initiated the current city 

the inhabitants live in now. Closing the problematic streams to streets and enveloping the 

city with distant highways were some of the remarks. The contemporary plan was also not 

dismissing the high migration rates and tried to conquer it with infrastructure and preserve 

the green paths of the previous plans although sadly, most were lost. 

                                                           
2  
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                    Lörcher’s Plan (1927) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                     

                     Yücel – Uybadin Plan (1957)                     Jansen’s Plan (1928 -1932)3 

 

 

 

2. Current Situation  

 

2.1. Squatters of Ankara 

                                                           
3 Images taken from: http://etd.lib.metu.edu.tr/upload/12610097/index.pdf  
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The initial growth towards the south was replaced by a reach to west in Ankara, where one 

of the major highways lead. The backside of the castle, Hıdırlık Hill and east of it, Mamak 

District became the major squatters of Ankara. 

        

Schematic map of Greater Ankara showing the gecekondu (squatter) areas in their different 

status (GETAP Project, 1990).4 

 

As you can see from the map, around the planned area and towards the west are where the 

squatter areas are mostly located. Not much has changed since. 

 

2.2. New Territoral Plannings  

  

With many urban plans come and go, the squatters were not totally eradicated. The 

municipality took the matters into their hand and started with the Batıkent (west town) 

Project in 1980s. It is one of the largest social housing projects in the world5 with more 

than 24.000 houses.  

The success of the project both in its scale and the progress of including the residents to the 

design inspired projects both in Ankara and all of Turkey. The municipality continued with 

the Dikmen Valley and Portakal Çiçegi Valley projects. An urban transformation period 

started in the 1980s. 

The problem of this period was the quality of the place they were replacing the squatters 

with: housings were not sustainable and the neighborhoods that were emerging were not 

                                                           
4 Figure taken from: http://www.isocarp.net/data/case_studies/374.pdf 
5 Figure taken from: http://www.turkkonut.com.tr/projeler/BATIKENT-PROJESI_2.html 
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prosperous with children-friendly areas. This was a period of constant build-and-tear-down 

that the fabric of the territories was lost and quality of life were desolating with it. Concrete 

high rises were staining the Ankara skyline on every angle. 

 

3.  Example of Dikmen Valley  

 

3.1. Project Identity Card 

 

Phase  1 & 2: 370.000 sq m of green, recreational and cultural areas. Completed in 1996 and 

2000. 

Phase  3       : 320.000  sq m of green and recreational, 120.000 sq m of hard surfaces,                                        

800 people amphitheater and 1134 housing. Completed in 2009. 

Phase  4 & 5: In progress. 1650.000 sq m of area is being planned. Several demolitions have 

started already. 

 

                     Photos from phase 1 & 2 and 3, taken from real estate web sites6 

 

 

3.2. Attributes of the Area  

 
Its proximity to the city center and dimensions are without doubt why this valley was on 

the spotlight for decades. 

The valley is enveloped with residential areas on both sides. Those said areas are relatively 

old parts of the city with apartment blocks dating back to 50s or 60s. However there is a 

distinct definition between the sides of the valley: “dikmen part”’s demographic is different 

then “hosdere part” to Ankara people. Hosdere was once the prime jewel of Ankara with 

residential villas and embassies inside large gardens so there is a silent contract of some 

sorts. This separation was tried to be broken by Dikmen Valley Towers (1996) with its 

connecting bridge but failed non the last. 

                                                           
6 Images taken from: Emlak Sayfası 

www.emlaksayfasi.com.tr - https://www.emlaksayfasi.com.tr/ankara-konut-projeleri/pasifik-insaat-tan-dikmen-

vadisi-ne-2-bin-konutluk-yeni-proje-h15446.html  
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Starting from top to bottom : Phase 1,2,3 and 4 & 5.  

Dikmen side is to the left and Hosdere is to the right. 

Image taken from Google Earth. 

Dikmen Valley Towers & Terace Houses 

under construction at the end of 90s.7 

 

 

These housing units are part of the Phase 

1 & 2 and you can see two different 

attempts to insert housing to the project: 

adapt or go high. Both of these housing 

blocks are sold for sky rocket prices and 

the towers’ bridge is said to block the air 

                                                           
7 Image taken from: http://wowturkey.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=13372  
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corridor that is the Dikmen Valley itself. 

 

So to come to the project itself and discuss what it is and is not:  

The project changed the population diagram of both sides of the valley drastically. From 

humble housing blocks of 3 to 5 storeys, terrace houses and towers were the new sight. To 

underline, the housing blocks changed only where there is even a slight view to the valley, 

inner layers remain the same.  

The greenery and the stream that turned into a series of fountains changed the Turkish 

municipalities’ concept of a park, its scale and contents, the way of approaching to park 

design.  

It’s way of funding was also quite new: a new holding was established solely to fund and 

construct the project and stay away the discussions of fraud.  

Because of the separate funding, the municipality continued the phases progressively and 

was renowned both domestically and globally.  

Knocked down residential units and residents’ new houses were either included into the 

project’s housing of the municipality offered housing projects on the outskirts of the city. 

 

3.3. Criticism of the Users   

 

Starting from personal experience, although the beauty of the park is to the acknowledged, 

there is a problem of maintenance. It is understandable from the scale of it and greeneries 

are always taken care of but several ‘unwanted’ guests are also evident in the park.  

Second observation would be while running or walking, sky scrapers become out of human 

scale and looking up becomes something to fear of. Even the Dikmen Valley Towers tried to 

find a human scale with pillars going down to the valley’s bed but the others are simply 

scary. A final addition would be that these same blocks also block the air corridor, which 

this project also put an emphasis on. 

Continuing with extracts from interviews: 

As the project progressed, new towers emerged alongside it. Real estate prices went up and 

some of the occupants could not pay the rent. This caused a slight uprising however the 

biggest cause of up rivalry was demolitions itself. Phase 4 & 5 included a significant amount 

of squatter demolitions that there were protests against the it. People argued that they built 

their houses and have been living here for decades. They did not want to move into an 

apartment block built on the other side of city. Second argument was about the square 

meters of apartment houses. There were discussions about enlarging the houses or the 

residents would withdraw; to make clear, the project could only progress if all the residents 

are also on board. There were some interviews where the residents also claimed that the 

municipality actually did not tell them where to go while the new buildings are being built.8 

4. Conclusion  
 

Although project was and still is a success, the criticism of the current users should also be 

taken to the table and discussed thoroughly. Security can be improved and public relations 

                                                           
8 http://www.arkitera.com/haber/1442/dikmen-vadisi-halki-soruyor--nereye-gidelim%3F 
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can be enhanced. Other than minor defaults, the project is still any Ankara dweller can be 

proud of. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 

1. Name of the student 

Bezhani Kholiqzoda 

2. School year / Semester 

Third year, Second Semester 

3. Chosen area / City 

Ismaili center in Dushanbe, Tajikistan 
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  Tajikistan, Dushanbe 

Dushanbe (Tajik: Душанбе, Duşanbe) is the capital and largest city of Tajikistan. Dushanbe means 

Monday in the Tajik language. It was named this way because it grew from a village that originally had a 

popular market on Mondays. Historically a small village, Dushanbe was made the capital of the Tajik 

Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic in 1924. Until 1929, the city was known in Russian as Dyushambe 

(Russian: Дюшамбе, Dyushambe), and from 1929 to 1961 as Stalinabad (Tajik: Сталинобод, 

Stalinobod). 

  

 • City 802.700 

 • Density 6,200/km2 (16,000/sq mi) 

 • Metro 1 051 200 

 Area 

 • City 124.6 km2 (48.1 sq mi) 
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The Ismaili Centres are symbolic markers of the permanent presence of the Nizari Ismailis in the 

countries and regions in which they are established, characterised by the Aga Khan IV as 'ambassadorial 

buildings'. Each building is architecturally unique and functions as a jamatkhana (place of worship), but 

also incorporates spaces for social and cultural gatherings, intellectual engagement and reflection, as 

well as spiritual contemplation. They facilitate mutual exchange and seek to foster understanding 

between diverse peoples, communities and faiths. Collectively and individually, the Centres represent 

the Nizari Ismaili community’s intellectual and spiritual understanding of Islam, as well as the 

community’s social conscience, outlook and attitude towards the societies in which it lives. 

 

Ismaili Centre, London. 
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Ismaili Centre, Burnaby. 

 

Ismaili Centre, Dushane. 
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Ismaili Centre, Lisbon. 

 

Ismaili Centre, Toronto. 

 

Ismaili Centre, Dubai. 
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Since the foundation of the Ismaili Centre, London — the first such Centre in the Western world — was 

laid in 1979, another four Centres opened in Burnaby (Vancouver) (1985), Lisbon (1998), Dubai (2008), 

and Dushanbe (2009). Following the establishment of the latest Centre in Toronto, additional Ismaili 

Centres are expected in Houston, Paris and Los Angeles. 

 

The Ismaili Centres are landmarks that affirm the presence and permanence of the Ismaili community 

wherever they are established. In form, each individual Centre is unique, suited to its particular 

surroundings, and drawing on the cultural influences that are prevalent in the country and region in 

which it is situated. Their functional balances are suited to the needs of the particular community and 

the broader society that each Centre serves. 
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Yet despite their outward uniqueness, the Centres are forged in a common spirit, reflecting the mood of 

a distinctly Islamic community. They are spiritual places that invite peaceful search and contemplation in 

their gardens, niches and congregational halls. Intellectual discovery and exchange permeate their 

libraries, classrooms and meeting spaces. Reaching out to the wider community, the Centres extend a 

hand of friendship, seeking to enhance mutual understanding and social harmony. 
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Rooted in the rich tapestry of Islamic heritage and traditions, the architecture of the Ismaili Centres 

identify a community that is at once confident of its past and modern in its outlook. 

 

  

 Designed by the Canadian architect Farouk Noormohamed, and like various post-independence Tajik 

buildings, the Ismaili Centre evokes Samanid architecture, its brickwork particularly evoking the Ismaili 

Samanid Mausoleum. The building is set within gardens featuring fountains and Persian silk trees. 

The Centre is also notable for some of its sustainability features, such as earthquake-resistance and the 

use of an innovative water-source heating and cooling system. 
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The mandate was to bring the architectural heritage of Tajikistan to symbolize the history and 

permanence of the Ismaili Jamat. The modern facility included a multipurpose hall, social hall, library, 

administrative areas, academic bloc, and an area for prayer and contemplation. 
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The design draws its inspiration from the great Timurid architecture and design of Central Asia. These 

buildings are intended as ambassadorial buildings for dialogue, community gatherings, social interaction 

and educational programs. 
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Ismaili Centre Dushanbe 

Tajikistan 

PROJECT VALUE | $20 million      

PROJECT SIZE | 13000 square meters 

List of source 

http://fndesign.com/ismaili-centre-dushanbe 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ismaili_Centre 

https://the.ismaili/centres/architecture-centres 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ismaili_Centre,_Dushanbe 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dushanbe 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 

1. Name of the student 

Raúl Navalón Gómez 

2. School year / Semester 

Fourth year / Summer semester 2018 

3. Chosen area / City 
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Madrid is a municipality and city of Spain. Madrid is the capital of Spain and the Community 
of Madrid, as well as the most populated city in the country. The metropolitan area of Madrid 
has a population of 6,543,031 inhabitants, making it the third or fourth  
metropolitan area of the European Union, behind those of Paris and London. 

 

It is an influential cultural center and has museums of international reference, among which 
the Prado Museum, the Reina Sofía National Art Center Museum, the Thyssen-Bornemisza 
and the CaixaForum Madrid, which occupies, respectively, the 12th, 18th, 67th and 80th 
place among the most visited museums in the world. 

 
CIBELES SQUARE     METROPOLIS BUILDING            RETIRO PARK                  MAIN SQUARE                       GRAN VIA 

 

4. Historial development 
The urban plan of Madrid presents a location next to the Manzanares river that as an obstacle 
determines that the city expands from the geographical point of view towards the NE. Its 
centralized situation in the territory and as capital of the State has experienced a constant growth 
reflected in its historical evolution. This historical development is also observed in their 
buildings as they present planned sectors with a closed building (widening) and open buildings 
that are observed in the peripheral neighborhoods. 
 

THE ANCIENT HELMET 

The origin of the city of Madrid was created by the Muslims in the ninth century to protect the  
border with a defensive purpose. Its status as the capital of the country (decision taken by Felipe 
II in 1591) has made it the nation's main communications hub, as well as in a city with highly 
specialized and diversified functions. The anarchic plan typical of the medieval city, would 
correspond to the current historic site of Madrid. Its streets are narrow, short and twisted, with 
the exception of the two roads that connect the Puerta del Sol with the grounds of the Royal 
Palace (Arenal and Mayor streets). In the S.XVII during the reign of Carlos III the Plaza Mayor 
was built. This historic site is bordered by large streets, such as the Gran Via. These rounds 
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occupy the space left by wall when it was demolished in the 19th century. The plot is closed and 
compact, because the growth of the city was located for centuries in the intramural space. The 
buildings in their beginnings were of low height. 

 

THE ENSANCHE: 

It is located north of the historic center. It follows an orthogonal and grid plan, organized around 
long, straight and wide streets (Velazquez, Serrano, Goya...) that are cut in perpendicular 
forming square blocks. Its primitive building in open blocks and with buildings of medium 
height: with a mainly residencial use for the middle and upper class. Subsecuently, this area has 
been oursourced due to its good accessibity, especially with the creation of Azca, near The Paseo 
de la Castellana. This works as the business center of the city, ocating the headquares of 
prestigious companies and banks and multitude os administrative services. Along with the 
widering, the Linear City designed by Arturo Soria was built at the end of the 19th century, 
following the concept of English garden cities. 

 

THE PERIPHERY: 
 

Since 1950, Madrid has experienced great demographic growth due to the baby boom and the 
rural 
exodus. 
This 
growth 
has been 
parallel 
to that of 
the city, 
giving 
rise to 
peri-
urban 
and 
suburban 
areas 
outside 
the urban 
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widening. This trend has worsened in recent years due to the process of de-urbanization, in 
which people seek the periphery to live. Most of the actions of the postindustrial stage are for 
residential use These areas are locacated around the main communication axes, that is, around 
the Paseo de la Castellana, Calle de Alcalá, and the Avenida del Mediterráneo. Along with, 
residencial use, industrial and equipment areas (hospitals, universities and large hypermarkets) 
are also located due to the greater accessibility offered by the main communication routes. 

 

5. Description 
 The City of Madrid reclaimed the banks 
of the Manzanares River by depressing a 
large segment of the inner ring road, the 
M-30, built in the 1970s and severing 
whole sections of the city from each 
other. The result of surfacing nearly 30 
kilometers of tunnels is the creation of 

120 hectares of new public space, which encompasses dozens of sports areas. 

Madrid Rio illustrates the transformative potentials of architecture, landscape, urban design, 
and planning for the city of Madrid. The project particularly demonstrates a deft interplay 
between the sensibilities of urban design and landscape architecture in order to weave 
together disparate components of the city, ranging from historic buildings and infrastructure, 
to vegetation at an immense scale. The space of the project facilitates new forms of mobility 
while reconnecting neighborhoods that renew social relationships. The bridges, a crucial 
element in the project, both literally and symbolically celebrate the proximity between 
previously separated portions of the city. Importantly, the project invigorates civic space 
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while creating room for new architecture and innovative infrastructure interventions. The 
proffessional and pedagogical value of Madrid Rio is that it demonstrates a collaborative 
design process that involves several firms, spanning the disciplines of urban design, 
planning, landscape, and infrastructure engineering. The project showcases the diverse 
complexity of the economic, technical, political, logistical and cultural challenges that were 
faced ans rumounted by Madrid Rio’s designers and proponents in creating a wonderful 
public asset for the city of Madrid.  

Madrid Rio passes through many buildings 
in the city due to its length but two of the 
most important buildings through which 
passed the football field `El Calderón‘ and 
`El Matadero‘.The definitive plans for the 
Matadero (the old abattoir) and the Mercado 
de Ganados livestockmarket were drawn up 
in 1921 by the municipal architect Luis 

Bellido, who was 
commissioned by the City 
Council. It is currently 
being refurbishedas a                 
contemporary arts centre.  

                                                                  
Manzanares River 
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6. Accessibility 

The Madrid METRO is the main public transport used in the city since it is designed so that 
you can choose the metro option anywhere in Madrid, that is why it has 12 different lines. In 
addition to being quite fast and economic (especially for young people) leads to a constant 
traffic of people.   
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1. Built in 1816 (Fernando VII) from 
a design by Isidoro Velazquez.  

2. Built by José Villareal between 
1649 and 1660.  

4. This distictive new steel bridge has 
two arms on the left bank and one on 
the right.  

6. Built between 1718 and 1732 by 
the architect Pedro de Ribera.  

7. New bridge formed by two spiral 
walkways for pedestrians and cyclist 
only.  

10. Pedestrians bridge with valued 
ceilings de corated with recycled 
glass mosaics depicting local 
residents.  

 

 

7. Sports Spaces 
 

A whole program of activities in the area has been proposed. The most important are the sports 
and leisure facilities. 

1. Seven padel courts and just one tennis court. 
2. Six padel courts 
3. Three areas with 22 difference pieces of exercise equipment 
4. Rock climbing centre 
5. One pitch for 11-a-side and two for 7-a-side. 
6. A 1,500 m2 skatepark plus a 595 m2 roller skating rink 
7. One indoor football court and one basketball court 
8. Puente de la Princesa bridge 
9. BMX extreme cycling circuit 
10. Seven pitches in three areas 
11. Basketball pitches  
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8. Leisure Spaces 

 

One of the characteristics for which this urban project stands out is the need to promote leisure 
for citizens. Seventeen children’s areas located thoughout the park with 65 different pieces of 
equipment. Imaginative playingusing sustainable,naturalmaterials, suitable for all ages. The 
most excitingones are thehill of slides,the tree trunk jungle and the super zip-line. 
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9. Green Spaces 
 

The Manzanares River in an important biological corridor, a vital axis for the conservation of 
urban biodiversity in Madrid. Madrid Rio plays the role of a unique faunistic enclave, inserted in 
the city of Madrid, using groups of birds both in their migratory movements and in the daily 
movements between their roosts and feeding areas. In the rehabilitated dams, fish scales have 
been incorporated, which allow the species that inhabit these stretches of river to overcome the 
barriers of the dams and circulate freely through the channel. In Madrid Rio more than 23,000 
trees of different species and more than 530,000 shrubs have been planted.  
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ENVIRONMENT QUALITY: 
- Decrease in general noise pollution. 
- Reduction of traffic jams due to an improvement in traffic flow, and as a consequence, lower 
greenhouse gas emissions. Approximately 12 million liters of gas are saved per year. 
- In 2007, emissions of greenhouse gases (CO2 carbon dioxide) fell by 35,000 tons. Emissions 
will continue to decrease until reaching a projected saving of 64,800 tons in 2037. The decrease 
in gas emissions implied a saving of 5.5 million euros in 2007 and a saving of 10.1 million is 
expected for 2037. 
- Establishment of at least 101 hectares of parks for public use, around the Manzanares River to 
make the river more accessible and improve the park areas with 3,059 tons of CO2 emissions per 
year. 
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10. Conclusion 
The extent to which the project harnesses the deployment of new infrastructures as an opportunity 

to repair and regenerate the city through carefully articulated design interventions is particularly 

valuable within the context of contemporary urbanization globally. 

It embodies the optimistic idea that design can be a transformative force, acknowledging the 

plurality of the city, its many social and economic profiles, uses, velocities, time scales, and cycles. 

This project is part of a larger vision for the city that embraces culture, education, and well-being for 

its future restructuring. 

Located in an area that was was historically the `back door‘ of Madrid, where the population has 

been exposed to pollution and noise for many years, this park is designed to bridge communities, to 

be inclusive, non-hierarchical, informal, serving as a platform for various activities and healthier 

lifestyles. 

Madrid Rio is an excellent example of how a reclaimed urban riverfront (once taken by traffic 

infrastructure) can be a catalyst for a better civic life, while integrating the micro-climatic potentials 

of the Manzanares River for Madrid’s urban environment. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 

1. Name of the student 

Sophie McLaren 

2. School year / Semester 

Third Year / Second Semester 

3. Chosen area / City 

The Gorbals / Glasgow 

The Gorbals in Glasgow has historically been notorious for being an extremely rough and deprived area of the city but in recent years 

Glasgow City council have worked along-side many co-operation’s to develop this area into an attractive and pleasant place to live. The 

most recent developments are taking place in Laurieston, one of three areas in the Gorbals, where 290 social housing units and 560 

private units are being provided. This new development will replace the infected high-rise blocks that were once a solution to horrific 

post-war living conditions.  

4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
The Gorbals was originally a small village on the outskirts of Glasgow and remained quite village like right up until the 18th century when  

the population grew and it became a southern region of the city. The story goes that the Gorbals got their name as it originally started as 

a leper colony and they would ring bells – known as the ‘Gory Bells’ - to thank Glasgow for the food provided.  

Throughout history the Gorbals has been known for their friendly characters and strong sense of community and had always been the 

entry point into Glasgow where refugees and immigrants were accepted and introduced to the city. The population however then 

rocketed during the industrial revolution where thousands fled to Glasgow to work on the docks and other booming industry on the south 

side. This caused a such a dramatic splurge in population which the government struggled to control. In the 1840s Tenements ware 

erected as quickly and as cheap as possible trying to accommodate for this surplus of people but overcrowding still existed and became an 

increasingly alarming issue for the living standards in the Gorbals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

5. Historical development 
 

Living standards in the tenements.  

Tenement housing was used all through the city of Glasgow and is historically known for its innovative architectural design, frequently 

being used as a reference in housing design in modern times. This was however not enough to battle the exceeding growth in population 

that the Gorbals were facing with it reaching an unimaginable high in 1931 with 85,000 people squeezed into an area of 252 acers. People 

were forced to live in these appalling cramped conditions with up to 8 people to a room, 30 to a toilet and 40 to a tap. These poor 

conditions and outrageous overcrowding encouraged many other social issues including gang culture and violence which dramatically  
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increased the crime rates throughout the area. The conditions of the tenements deteriorated through time as the government and the 

Landlords neglected the properties with no incentive to invest any time or money in them. The people in the Gorbals were left to live in 

these unsanitary conditions with sewage running through the streets; rats in their homes; and their children playing in dumps of rubbish 

on the street. The conditions got so bad that the area was known as the ‘slums’ of Glasgow. This large-scale poverty that resonated 

through the Gorbals would be completely unimaginable to people in Scotland today.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Need for change 

 

It was obvious that a drastic change was desperately required to improve living conditions for people in the Gorbals and photographer 

Nick Hedges worked alongside the charity, Shelter Scotland, to draw attention to the horrifying conditions that people were being forced 

to live in. The photographs taken were just a glimpse into people’s daily lives in the slums yet somehow managed to capture the widescale 

poverty that infected the area. These photographs kickstarted the change and because the tenements were in such poor conditions they 

were deemed unsalvageable and the decision was made to demolish them to build new homes.   
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High Rise - a solution  

Three different architects where hired to take 

on the task of Regenerating the Gorbals all 

with the same vision to create more space by 

simply building up. Basil Spence, one of the 

architects hired, was to design two of the 

multi-storey buildings which would later be 

known as ‘Hutchesontown C.’ He took most of 

his inspiration from Le Corbusiers giant 

maisonette blocks in Marseille with the vision 

to create gardens in the sky allowing kids to  

 

play outside and washing to be hung up without having to come all the way down to 

the ground floor. He even had this idea that with all the washing hanging out, the 

building would resemble  ‘a great ship in full sail.’ The verandas that were used to 

create the gardens would be shared between four households to create community 

within each tower block. Each tower would provide different kinds of housing from 1 

to 4 bedroomed flats and duplexes to suit each family’s needs. This would be a 

dramatic difference from the one small room people had been living in in the 

tenements. In theory, the vision seemed perfect: It would solve the overcrowding by 

building up into the sky and would leave vast space for green land in between.  
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The fall of the High-rise.  

People were initially very happy with their new 

homes as demonstrated in a survey conducted in 

1971 concluding that across the city 91% were 

satisfied and 86% planned on staying long term. 

However, just 4 months after the first tenants were 

moved in the government began receiving 

complaints about dampness in the buildings. The 

cheap building fabric and unconsidered environment 

was already causing serious issues. The high-rise housing may have been successful in Marseille but the design just simply didn’t suit 

Glasgow’s and its dreary weather conditions. Even the wind caused problems as it got caught in the walkways and verandas sending 

gusting waves through the building over time causing it to sway on particularly stormy nights. There were even many reports of ceiling 

lights rocking and small waves in baths. Basil Spence’s vision of the washing resembling sails was very quickly over as people could not 

hang their washing out without it being uplifted by the wind and blown away. As the conditions in the flats worsened due again to neglect 

and dampness people began rioting and people who could afford to moved away creating a higher negative population than present 

population. Towards the end the multi-storey blocks had significant mould growth throughout, maggots lived in the carpets, bug 

infestations would feed on the fungus and in the worst cases water ran down the walls. The blocks were deemed unsafe and the residents 

inside were finally rehomed. The decision was made in 2007 to demolish the towers just 14 years after they were complete.   
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6. Contemporary situation 
Laurieston development  

When deciding to design a new housing development to replace and repair the damage done by the Hutchesontown tower blocks 

Glasgow City Council along with the New Gorbals Housing Association (NGHA) hosted competitions to make sure the right person was 

chosen for the Laurieston Living project. It was also decided more people would be involved and would work together in the research and 

designing of the estate to ensure the best possible outcome. Willie Miler along with Kevin Murry Associates were commissioned to 

investigate and consider regeneration options before any master-planning or designing began. Putting research into transportation issues, 

existing land uses, car parking requirements and many other practical things essential to producing a functional design. Page/Park and 

Elder and Cannon where then hired to design the masterplan and phase 1 of the overall scheme which would include 360 homes. Phase 2 

was designed by Anderson Bell and Christie architects and will include 170 new dwellings. An architect for phase three is yet to be hired 

but will consist of 300 new housing units a hotel and other commercial uses.  

 

 

 

 

When designing the masterplan, Page/Park 

and Elder and Cannon adopted more 

modern and sophisticated techniques to 

make the project successful. One of the 

most important being master-planning. It 

was incredibly important to think about the 

project as an over-all scheme and how it 

would connect and tie into the city.  One of 

the main design features that was adopted 

to achieve this was reintroduce the grid 

pattern and structure that was seen in 

historic Laurieston and is still prominent in 

the centre of Glasgow.  This grid pattern 
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allows for an organised environment with the potential for public, semi-public and private gardens for the community with courtyard like 

gardens like the tenements that stood on the site before. This feature was not the only reference to the historical tenements as they were 

a huge influence when designing the new housing. Reinstating the use of a ‘close’ model and replacing the typical ‘bay windows’ seen in 

tenements with balconies.   

For Laurieston Living to become a successful new development many other factors other than housing was required. There needed to be 

employment opportunities; commercial facilities to provide amenities; public parks and community spaces to really make the area an 

attractive and functional place to live. Page/Park and Elder and Cannon took this into careful consideration when designing the 

masterplan and planned to have many different areas for commercial use, to improve the public transport within the area, space for a 

hotel and student residences, space for a public library and community spaces, to upgrade the railways arches for potential business use 

and the creation of a new public park. This new city park will sit at the heart of the masterplan and will perform an important role in 

connecting the new communities together. The linear park will also link the new development to the surrounding areas of Tradeston, the 

New Gorbals and the City Centre. Each aspect of the masterplan is carefully thought through to ensure a successful outcome, creating a 

new community and an attractive place to live.  
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7. Future 
Success and future 

The Laurieston living project and other smaller regenerations have immensely improved the Gorbals and continue to make progress to the area and 

communities. This redevelopment had a much greater success than previous ones by really taking into consideration what was required to regenerate the 

area and having a clear set of goals and a clear masterplan that was to be followed by all the designers involved. Also, by involving locals and allowing people 

who have first-hand experience with the poor living conditions have a say in the design of the development it ensured that the main issues were being 

thought about and solved. Unlike the Hutchesontown construction, thinking about the future and technology of the buildings was extremely important to 

ensure that the living conditions would dramatically improve and wouldn’t deteriorate in the near future. The project shall continue with construction of 

phase 2 to be complete in 2021. The careful thought and design gone into the development has won many awards for both architectural design and for city 

regeneration including ‘Best Social Housing Development’ 2014, Premier  Guarantee Excellence Awards.  
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8. Conclusion 
Conclusion  

The Gorbals being historically regarded as one of the most deprived areas in Glasgow and for once having some of the poorest post-war 

living conditions in Europe was in dire need of a redevelopment. This new Laurieston Living project has not only improved the living 

conditions for the residents but has completely transformed the whole area into an attractive and contemporary neighbourhood of 

Glasgow.  
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9. List of sources 
http://pagepark.co.uk/projects/cog/city-and-land:conservation:places-to-live/project/laurieston-

transformational-regeneration-area 

http://pagepark.co.uk/projects/cog/city-and-land:places-to-live/project/laurieston-phase-1a 

http://www.robertson.co.uk/project/laurieston-urban-regeneration 

http://www.robertson.co.uk/news/28-new-homes-proposed-laurieston (22nd Feb 2018)  

https://projectscot.com/2017/10/gorbals-history-honoured-at-laurieston-living/ 

https://projectscot.com/2017/10/gorbals-history-honoured-at-laurieston-living/ 

http://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/1387124/rtpi_working_paper_gorbals_regeneration_june_2015.pdf 

https://www.glasgowlive.co.uk/news/glasgow-news/gallery/trip-down-memory-lane-gorbals-12677092 

https://www.glasgowlive.co.uk/news/glasgow-news/the-gorbals-through-the-years-12676973 

https://blog.idoxgroup.com/2015/08/05/learning-from-alcatraz-the-regeneration-of-the-gorbals/ 

http://www.theglasgowstory.com/image/?inum=TGSA05318 

http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-glasgow-west-11462522 

https://www.citymetric.com/politics/government-regeneration-schemes-add-productivity-and-growth-

gorbals-proves-it-1178 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5133019/Life-Gorbals-Photos-reveal-Glasgows-1940s-

slums.html 

https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle/in-pictures-the-gorbals-then-and-now-1-3896090 

https://www.vice.com/en_uk/article/3bjyg9/nick-hedges-scotland-slums-288 

http://www.clydewaterfront.com/our-journey/news-archive/2009/gorbals-housing-project-gets-it-right 

https://stallanbrand.com/projects/laurieston-tra-masterplan/ 

http://www.saltiresociety.org.uk/awards/architecture/previous-years/2015/shortlist/laurieston-

transformational-regeneration-area-glasgow/ 

https://www.emporis.com/complex/100982/hutchesontown-gorbals-glasgow-united-kingdom 

https://www.buildingcentre.co.uk/project/gorbals-glasgow 

http://www.eukn.eu/e-library/project/bericht/eventDetail/the-crown-street-project-gorbals-glasgow-

uk/ 
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http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/12137644.Jewel_in_the_Crown_Street_The_Gorbals_in_Glasgo

w_stands_at_the_gateway_to_the_future_as_a_huge_piece_of_public_art_is__about_to_be_unveiled

__reports_Tim_Abrahams/ 

hhtps://www.williemiller.com/regeneration-of-Laurieston-gorbals-Glasgow.htm 

hhtp://www.urbanunionltd.co.uk/development/laurieston-living 
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